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MSU elminates

Fuller files
complaint

ala carte option

.

By STEPHANIE LUSH

Discrimination case heard
By CYRUS AFZALI
Staff Writer

A three-member faculty committee appointed by President
Ronald J . Kurth met Monday
and Tuesday to hear a gender
discrimination complaint filed
by Marian Fuller, a professor of
biological sciences at Murray
State University.
"Dr. Fuller filed a letter in
which she asked for more than
$200,000 in back pay for salary
adjustments for sex discrimination in the belated awarding of
tenure, not being promoted
when she should have been,
and said she was denied due
process and summer leaves,,
said James Overby, general
counsel for the University.
Fuller also asked that she be
guaranteed freedom from sex
discrimination and that she be
given annual improvement
leaves.
Overby said the faculty committee gave both sides "15 days
from Wednesday to submit
briefs of the case. The committee will render a decision when
they feel it is necessary, in the
form of a recommendation to
the president. The president
will then either accept the fin·
dings, disagree, or ask them to
bring him more iliformation.
"The hearing body will do
what is necessary to render a
decision. I will make a statement of facts, questions of law
to be examined, and an analysis
of the law as applied to the facts
and will draw a conclusion,
which will be she has failed to
prove sex discrimination,"
Overby said.
"Ther e is case law t o the effect tha t a personnel decision even though others might
disagree ·· does not constitute
sex discrimination. The courts
will not interfere with the decisions of the University in per·
sonnet matters. If it is a viola-

tion of constitutional rights,
courts will step in."
At the hearing Monday, Ray·
mond Burse, Fuller's attorney,
said Fuller was not informed of
the procedures to file a
complaint.
"There can be discrimination
without the intent to
discriminate if data shows an
impact, even though officials do
not have intent,.. he said."
He also said he intends to
show many procedural vi.J)lations took place because .he and
his client did everything re·
quired in the process.
At the hearing, Burse called
Fuller as his first witness.
"I have taken information
given to me about the College of
Science promotion data, analyzed it and have shown I am one
of the lowest paid full professors," she said.
She excluded the nursing
department in her analysis
because it was created in the
early 1980s.
"The percentage raises for
women were lower than men
and men were brought in at
higher pay than women,"
Fuller said.
She cited factors such as
teaching excellence, service
and research as other reasons
she should have received
compensation.
The University baa a procedure that is followed in
claims of this type.
"We have a grievance procedure in an affirmative action
policy which was enacted in
1976, revised in 1986 and in
February 1991. I made the investigative step much easier to
handle and have put time lines
in the grievance procedure,"
said Jeffre Dreyer, the UniverSee HEARING
Back Page
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WORK OF ART
Thla untitled ceramic piece by Tine Mitchell Ia pilrt of the
atudent exhibit showlDgln the Clare M. Eagle Gallery.
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Voter turnout in Student
Government Association elections Wednesday may have suffered because only one executive race was contested.
Susan Bennett, SGA elections, ways and means chairman, said about 940 students
voted in the SGA elections.
Bennett said last year's election turnout was about 1,300.

Schofield

Secretary

Hometown:
I.oui8ville

Experience:

Experience:

"The reason we think we had
a big decrease was that only
one of the executive offices was
a contested race," Bennett said.
The one contested executive
race was a vice presidental contest between Todd Logsdon and
Brian Van Horn. Logsdon
defeated Van Horn by 174
votes.
The 940 votes represent approximately 11 percent of the
student body.

Governmer~t

-----Todd
Logsdon

Hometown:
Smithland

The Racer Card system will
undergo change s before
students return to school in the
fall.
The fll'8t .change will be to
drop the ala carte option of
meal plans because of the financial strain it put on food service.
The purpose of the new meal
plan was to give students more
flexability than with the paper
system.
This option is funded on missed meals, which allows food service to keep the price of a meal
ticket low.
"The ala carte option is not
working," said Bill Benriter,
director of food service.
"Students get large amounts of
food and none are on a board
plan. They get $40 or $50 worth
of food at each meal, because
the end of the semester is coming and they don't want to lose
their money. This has caused a
tough budget year for food
service."
There are very few students
who have a straight board plan
meal ticket, compared to about
1,000 students with ala carte
and 230 with declining balance.
Freshmen and sophomores
will be required to purchase the
board plan meal ticket. They
will follow a time schedule for
meals and will have a different
meal equivalency for break.fat,

option is not
working,
Bill Benrlter

Director of Food
Services

lunch and dinner, just as they
do now. However, on top of
their meal plan, these students
will have the option of putting
money in a declining balance
account. This will allow them to
spend more than their
equivalency or to make late
night purchases.
Juniors and seniors will not
be restricted to a board plan
and will have the choice of
opening a declining balance
with a minimum of $25. The
declining balance account can
be used at any of the food
establishments on campus.
With the board plan, those
students living across the
pedestrain bridge in Elizabeth,
Hester, Clark, Springer, Richmond and Franklin halls will
not be allowed to eat in the
Thoroughbred Room.
"This will help to return the
long lines to normalcy,"
Benriter said.

See RACER CARD
Back Page

Uncontested races affect votes

VIce President

President

"The ·ala carte

Staff Writer

Bennett said voter turnout
has generally been low.
"I really don't know what we
can do. What I would like to do
in the next election is to get an
advertisement out to commuter
students," she said.
"I think there's only so much
we can do," Bennett said.
"We can only advertise and
candidates can only do so much,
after that the students must

officers announced
Treasurer

Tracy

Stacy

Owen

Hastie

Hometown:
Henderson

Hometown:
Cave-in-Rock,

m.

Experience:

First freshJudicial Board
Humanistic
ch'airman,
man aenator;
Studies senaUCB lecture '-----,_.~ tor, 1990-91;
1989-90; Industry and Technology senator, chairperson (2 yean); SGA vice Alpha Gamma Delta recording
president; UCB president
~,1989-90
1990-91
Goal&: -x'd like to get the two Goals: «continuetoprovidepro- Goals: "' think it's important
parte of SGA together more. I grams for studentsthatoft'erthe that the students problems be
would alao like to work more opportunity to becoine a well addreeeed. We are trying to do
with campus organizations be- rounded individual while allow- ourbeettorepreeentth.estudent
cause we share the same con- ing for a re1eaee from the day to body in whatever way we can."
day routine of college."
cernalproblems.
CoiDIIIent: "' eJ:Uoyed working
Comment: "I think we will ac- Comment: "'won\ let the ltu- with 8GA last year, but I am
complish a lot with the new dents down. I am confident that acited now about being able to
aenaton. I look forward torepl"&- this upcoming year will be even work with UCB ae well.
more suooeeaful than tbit year."
aenting the students."

take it upon themselves to
vote," she said.
One reason students do not
vote is because they may not be
involved in organizations
where candidates campaign at
meetings and they do not know
the person running, Bennett
J&id.
Twenty-two students ran for
senator-at-large positions, and
26 students ran for senatorial
positions from the colleges.

Experience:

SGI(.· senators
for 1991·92
.

,JJatorllll CoiiiH

B....._ and Pabllc Affalrt lndulby and Technology
Brian Wilmurth '

John Mark Mc000gaJ
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urer; Alpha .~1;/J.··
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Gamma Rho president; Interfraternity Council treasurer;
SGA academic council
Goala: •atartbepingbooband
accounts on computer, re-allocate more money to special
event. and try to budget our
funda efficiently so SGA can
sponsor a big concert.•
Comment: •AJJ a whole I'm
looking forward to serving the
MSU student body."
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· ~~~·
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Michelle Jones
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nmcarroll .
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1M Ann Weath$rspobn .·

aanatog at Llrgj
Tiffany Nunn
Leaa JaCkson
Mark Whitaker
Brian Rudolph
Joy Dunavant
Hope Bagwell

·

Graphic by ORVIUE HERNDON

10 Top Jobs In demand in Kentucky
· by the year 2000Ec;,.•.;. ;· "
·:> :· >·· :··· : :·•
The following jobs are 1he top 10 occupations with the highest number of annual
openings projected through the year 2000, according to the Kentucky'e cabinet for

Human Reaouroee.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Retail salespersons
Farmers
General managers
Janitors and cleaners
Truck drivers

Source: PADUCAH SUN

6.
7.
8.
9.

General office clerks
Cashiers
Sales supervisors
Nursing aides and orderlies
10. Stock clerks

0-A_C_LO_SER__;__L...;;;.;OO..;;:......;:._K~
Welcome Home
Many soldiers who served in Operation Desert Storm are beginning to return to their homeland.
.
However, with the homecoming celebrations
come many changes. Soldiers have been away
from their civilian lives and will have make

to

adjustments.

These adjustments can cause anxiety and
stressful returns for service men and women.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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Haering date set

Index

A pretrial hearing date of May 6 was
set for criminal charges filed against
John Portis Tanner, driver In a Dec. 14
car accident killing Todd Robinson, a
fraternity brother.
Tanner is charged with second-degree manslaughter, wanton endangerment and driving while intoxicated.
A suit was also filed in Tennessee by
Robinson's parents naming Tarmer, his
father, Rep. John Tanner (D), and the
Murray State University Alpha Tau
Omega chapter.
Tanner could face up to a 15-year
prison term.
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Hall vandalism repairs prove costly
By STACEY CROOK

I

State colleges
face problems
with vandalism

•Staff Writer

• Although the occurreJlce of vandalism in
residence halls is not high,' the cost of repairs due
to vandalism is not cheap.
Dave Blackburn, assistant director of operations of housing, said he estimates it costs the
University approximately $10,000 a year to
repair damages caused by vandalism.
- He said it is difficult to pinpoint expenditures
for repairs due to vandalism. The housing office
does not keep a running total of vandalism repair
costs.
"There is no way you can tell whether you
bought something because it was vandalized or
because it wore out," Blackburn said.
There is very little mass vandalism in the
· dorms, said Paula Hulick.. director of housing.
"The type of vandalism we tend to see tends to
~ be alcohol related or vandalism to outside door
~ hardware," Hulick said.
Darren Mays, director of Franklin Hall, said
approximately one case of vandalism occurs at
least once a week. Breaking glass out of windows
and doors is the most common infraction.
"Every week there is at least one piece of glass
or two broken," he said.
Mays said most incidents happen late at night
on the weekends.
s:. "Amazingly, no one bas been hurt since I've
' been here," he said.
Ron Dyke, director of Clark Hall, said he finds
four to five cases of vandalism in a year. Windows in doors are broken out more than anything
, else, he said.
There have been no vandalism-related injuries
in Clark Hall recently.
.. "No one has ever been hurt in my dorm for two
"' years," he said.
Scbelly Weedman, director of Woods Hall, said
there is not as much vandalism in Woods as people think.
She said, however, it is difficult to determine
how much vandalism really goes on.
' "A lot of things go on that we never find out
about,'' she said.
Joe Munaretto, director of Hart Hall, said there
: may be one case of violent vandalism that occurs
in Hart a year. The striker plates on outside
doors, though, are damaged frequently.
Carr1e Czirr, director of White, and Kristi
' Quinlin, director of Regents, said they have not
~ seen any cases of vandalism in their dorms all
year.
Czirr said one reason a resident might van. dalize a dorm is to get attention. However, she
said the girls who live in White are respectful of
the hall.
Munaretto said he thinks many acts of van~ dalism are done under the influence of alcohol.
He also said more than one person is usually
• involved.
: "Most vandalism cases are on the weekends
: when there is nothing else to do, maybe, and peo: ple come in from a party and decide to tear
: something up," he said.
' Weedman said she thinks vandals have a lack
: of respect for University property. She said some
' students do not realize when they vandalize
: University property they ultimately pay for it
: whether they did the damage or not.

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Vandalism in university residence halls is a
problem throughout the commonwealth, said
university officials.
The University of Kentucky is the only institution surveyed which keeps a detailed account of
repair costs for vandalized property.
Jim Ploskonka, assistant director for administration, said the university spent $3,397.46
in the fall of 1990 on repairs due to vandalism in
a1119

1

I

i

Hulick said the University deals with students
charged with acts of vandalism on an individual
case basis rather than by blanket rules.
The first disCiplinary actJOn taken toward
students is full restitution for repairs.
She said ifthe.behavior was dangerous the student would be referred to the judical board for
deliberation
"Some people are put on probation or removed
from the hall," Hulick said.
Hall directors said the most important way to
curb vandalism is through education. Each dorm
sponsors various programs on vandalism.
Mark Stansberry, director of Richmand Hall,
said floor meetings are a useful tool to teach
residents about the adverse effects of vandalism.
"We try to take steps to make everyone feel
they're involved in what is going on and that
vandalism effects everyone," he said.

~orms.

He said the majority of vandalism is done to
elevators. He attributed a great deal of the
destructive actionR to alcohol.
UK residentS charged with vandalism are required to make full restituiton if the damage is
less than $100. If costs exceed $100, residents
will be charged for repairs and they will be
removed from the hall.
Augustine Phillips, 'Secretary of housing at
Kentucky State University, said vandalism is
higher now than in the past.
Residents who are caught vandalizing university property could be charged the cost of repairs
or expelled from school depending on the nature
of the incident.
Morehead State University housing director,
Kenny White, said he often does not find out
about vandalism cases.
Students at Morehead charged with vandalism
are
assessed the cost of repairs and if the act was
Photos by REBECCA COGAN
severe sent to a judicial officer.
Although the housing office does not keep an
Joe Osborne, director of housing at Western
exact tab on repair costs due to vandalism, Kentucky University, said vandalism is not a
Murray State University spends approximately problem in its dorms.
$10,000 each year repairing damages caused
He said property destruction and maintenance
by vandalism. Graffiti, ripped carpeting and
is
minimal.
abused fixtures are a few of the examples of
Osborne said approximately $5,000 is collected
vandalism In the residence halts.
yearly from students caught vandalizing
Mays said the weekly floor meetings have property.
Northern Kentucky University's director of
helped deter vandals. He also said it is important
for parents to teach their children how to behave resident life and housing, Patty Hayden, said
most of the vandalism at that university is
away from home.
Communicating with residents during floor minor. Broken windows, damaged light fixtures
meetings and on a one-to-one basis are also and holes in walls comprise the mejority of repair
costs.
helpful in preventing vandalism, Czirr said.
The University of Louisville housing office said
" If we do a little prevention on our own it
might stop vandalism because we are trying to although vandalism exists on campus and in
residence halls, it is not a mejor problem.
prevent it," Quinlin said.
Shannon Staten, assistant director of facilities,
Weedman said giving students a sense of pride
in where they live is also helpful in lessening OC· said they do not keep a running record of repair
costs. He said there are problem areas in certain
currences of vandalism.
She said it was unlikely a person would van- halls, but damage is not out of control.
U of L charges violators for the repairs but
dalize their own home because they take pride in
Staten said it is difficult to apprehend those
where they live.
,
Addressing the probletn of vandalism with in- responsible.
Staten said repeat offenders are moved from
coming freshman during Summer Orientation
while parents are present is another way to the hall and must participate in corrective educational programs.
reduce destruction, Weedman said.
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Scholarships
still debated
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

Uncertainty prevails over the issue of funding for minority
scholarships on college and university campuses.
The controversy began when Assistant Secretary of Education for civil rights Michael Williams said that most scholarships awarded on the basis of race were in violation of Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The Act prohibits discrimination based on race or national
origin in programs receiving federal funds.
According to the March 27 issue of The Chronicle ofHigher
Education, Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander has
begun a formal review of the legality of minority scholarships under Title VI.
According to the article Alexander also encouraged schools
to continue to offer such scholarships until the Education
Department has studied the situation and can establish
policy.
.
. . .
Issues such as affirmative act10n and proven discnmmation on a particular campus will have to be considered before ·
accepting the broad strokes painted by Title VI, Alexander
said.
In the F'ebruary 1 issue of The Murray S tate News, dean of
admissions Phil Bryan said that Murray State was awarded
$30,000 of state money explicitly for the recruitment of
minorities.
"In 1982 all Kentucky universities were cited by the office
of civil rights for vestiges of segregation in two areas: the
number of black faculty members at traditionally white
universities and the percentage of black Kentuckians enrolled at traditionally white institutions," he said.
Of the 195 types of scholarships listed in the 1989-91
Undergratuate Bulletin, only two are specifically for minority students.
The Paducah Sun Minority Scholarship is a $~,000 award
for a student preparing for a career in newspaper journalism.
The scholarship also provides for a summer internship for the
recipient.
The John Fetterman Scholarship was a $350 award this
year also for a minority student majoring in journalism.
Carol Julian, development coordinator for the office of
development, said most scholarships are funded through
private donations, and the University has little or no control
over how contributors earmark their money. She said most
people prefer to donate for a specific cause rather than a
general contribution.
Julian said that although the University is not currently
establishing MSU Foundation or Alumni Association
scholarships for black students, a group of black alumni are
beginning a private contribution campaign for that purpose.

.
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Gun bill aimed at crime

guns legally, just Like drugs,"
said Phyllis McCutchen, owner
of Paducah Shooters Supply
The Second Amendment of
Inc.
the U.S. Constitution states" ..
She said she thinks the law
. the right of the people to keep
will only harass honest citizens
and bear arms shall not be infrand that Congress is only proinged." That right has
posing the bill because they are
weathered the test of time since
afraid
they will have an uprisour nation won its ining when they try and take
dependence. But it never said
more money from them.
how long Americans would
have to wait before they could
She also pointed out possible
exercise that right.
dangers.
The Brady Bill, named for
"We had an instance of a wife
former President Reagan's
whose ex-husband was
press secretary James Brady,
threatening to kill her. So if
CALIFORNIA
NEW JERSEY
who was wounded in Reagan's
this were to go through that
March 30, 1981 assasination atmeans she'd have to Mickey
1989
1989
tempt, would mean a seven-day
Mouse around until she got kill1,793
961
waiting period for those
ed and then get her gun seven
wishing to purchase a handgun.
days later. If just doesn't make
MARYLAND
INDIANA
During this period, background
sense," she said.
checks would be conducted on
Percy Summers, owner of the
1990
1988
individuals to determine if they
Mayfield
Gun Shop, said he
1,300
939
have been convicted of a crime.
thinks the Brady Bill would efThough critics say a national
fect gun sales but agreed with
IlliNOIS
system is not available for such
McCtttchen that it would not
1989
searches, Murray State Univerlessen crime.
sity Public Safety director Joe
2,920
"I don't think it will do as
Green said he thinks
good as our legislators hope it
Graphic by ROB WILKINSON
differently.
will as far as deterring crime,"
"A criminal backgroun d Reagan does not think so
he said.
get
guns
anyway,
regardless
of
through the National Crime In- either. His endorsement of the
restrictions."
·
There are however, some exformation Center can be run bill came at a reunion with the
Harrington said he did not ceptions to the seven-day
telling about convictions," he doctots and nurses credited
said, "The department (Murray with saving his life after his think the bill would effect waiting period:
Police Department) has a ter- assasination attempt, accor- hunters, since it involves only • It would not apply to states
minal and once someone is con- ding to a March 29 story in handguns.
who already have a waiting
H e a l so cited possi ble period of at least seven days.
victed, it is recorded in that USA Today.
negative effects.
system and can be accessed (to
• Local police could waive the
President Bush , however has
"The problem won't be so wait in special cases.
find out the status of
adamantly opposed the bill but much with established gun • Military personnel would be
individuals)."
Wayne LaPierre, executive is expected to swap his opposi- shops but rather with gun treated as civilians when purdirector of the National Rifle tion for Congress' approval of shows that last a day or two," chasing a handgun for personal
Association, said the NRA his crime bill, which calls for he said. "A dealer at that show use, despite being authorized to
favors point·of-sale background broader use of the death penal- wouldn't be able to sell it to carry one for military purposes.
checks on handgun purchasers ty and easing restrictions on someone."
The bill lost by 36 House
Gun store owners are not con- votes in 1988 and was blocked
instead of the seven day evidence gathering.
But will Bush's anti-crime cerned with the impact of the
waiting period.
from the floor by House
"A point of sale check is only bill and the Brady Bill work bill on their business, but say Speaker Thomas Foley last
what a person is willing to together? Calloway County at- there are other factors involved year. However, Brady Bill supshare with you," Green said, torney David Harrington said that Congress is not taken into porters said in the USA Today
consideration.
"I'm not a gun control en- yes.
article t hat Foley has assured
"Together
they
will
be
more
t husiast, but I don't think a
"It will just mean more paper them of a floor vote which is exseven day waiting period is effective. You're talking about work for us. It's not going to ef- pected before Memorial Day. A
unreasonable."
the criminal element here," he fect people using guns in crime Senate vote is still on the
Former President Ronald said, "Criminals are going to because they don't get their horizon.
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assistant Sports Editor

Permits denied illtltes with waiting periods
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VIEWPOINT
• I

I

EDITORIAL

LETIERS

No 'bon voyage'
!Lfor ala carte

'New balance'
needed for
victim's rights

I

i

One of the mqre popular meal options for the
: students of Murray State University is about to be
: taken "off the menu."
:~ With this plan for, the fall semester, Murray State
: will no longer carry the ala carte meal option,
! because of the economic burden being placed on t he
: University. Also, those freshmen and sophomores
;, who use the ala carte system will be required to use
i the straight board meal plan.
: The "fmancial strain" on the University stems
! from students who use their ala carte plans all at
once, buying large amounts of food. Therefore, food
i service has no way to budget properly for food pur' chases and inventory.
f There are several steps the Univerisity could take
· to lessen the "financial strain."
. First, food services should make an effort to
develop some way to keep track of food purchases.
t As far as mass purchases of food, how about com. municating with the students that changes must be
• made in their buying habits.
The main problem is that students should have a
choice of what type of meal plan they would like to
have and students should not be forced into any particular option plan. They should be able to choose a
meal plan which will best serve them and will be
the -most economical.

l

Directional signs
·need to 'get lost'
Foreign policy should defend rights
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In hospitals, shopping malls and various other
buildings, it is commonplace to look around and see
one of those nifty little "You are here" signs. In
COMMENTARY
Having been a hist orian most
these types of places, it is understandable to have of my life I have had t he uriique
BRIAN
such signs, but can you imagine these signs on the opportunity to witness several
CLARDY
important
events
in
recent~
campus of Murray State University?
·
Gradu818
The administration of our University is making years and, from my knowledge(
base, I have been able to draw
Assistant
plans to install "You are here" signs on campus to certain conclusions from those
let visitors know exactly where they are. But then events however personal and
again, we have never heard of anyone getting lost
opinionated. I followed the war governments in order to make
on our campus. And in the event that anyone did, with Iraq with great interest them obey "massa's" will.
we, students, faculty and staff, are friendly enough because I believed that this war
We supported the Contras
a crucial turning point in because we felt that Daniel
to tell anyone where they are at and where they was
our relations toward n ations in Ortega represented some
.
need to go.
the Middle East. It was indeed monolithic threat to peace and
Of course these signs will cost money · approx- a great victory. We have won stability
to Central America .
imately $20,000. Why not put the money toward the war, but I am afraid that we Yet we supported regimes in
new library books, paving a parking lot or scholar- will lose the peace, if we Central . and South America
haven't done so already .
who have ranked high on
ships. Now there's an idea.
This plan for "You are here" signs on the MSU
President Bush urged the Ira- Amnesty International's list as
campus is absolutly ludicrous and the administra- qi people "to take matters into being violators of human rights
and who were more repressive
tion should reconsider these plans. The money in- their own hands" and to than any Santianista leader.
remove Saddam Hussein from
volved can be used much more wisely and can power. O.K. they've tried and
We were willing to support
benefit the campus a great deal more than signs they've failed. Hussein is still Jonas Sauimbi in Angola
that tell us what we already know.
in power and millions of Kur- because we felt that UNITA
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dish refugees are running for
their lives. What is known for
sure is that the President left
the Kurds on a limb and t hat
once that limb began to be sawed off, t he President turned his
back on them when "something
wicked this way comes."
Surprisingly, this is not new
in Amer ican foreign policy.
When it is in our "national interest" to do so, we will send
our troops into situations where
they may be called upon to die.
If we don't send in troops, our
diplomats and politicians
decide to apply pressure (they
call it "leverage," I call it
blackmail) to these foreign

would provide stability in
Southern Africa. Yet Saumbi
has proven to be nothing short
of a vicious butcher in a cheap
suit. And to add insult to injury, he has been funded by the
most repressive nation since
the advent of the Third ReichSouth Africa.
Our interests in the Middle
East depends on the survival of
the state of Israel. Under international law, Israel clearly has
the right to exist as a sovereign
nation and does have the right
to self defense. Yasser Arafat
must learn to accept this fact ·Israel is here to stay! But when
I see unarmed Arab children
being gunned down in their

backyards, that does something
to mel It reminds me of when
my peo pl e we're b ein g
murdered wholesale by county
sheriff's departments and local
police in the Deep South before
and during the Civil Rights
movement. Our leaders have
applied very little lever age in
urging the state of Israel to
abide by the same fundemental
principles of international law
that protects them!
Our nation has shown that it
has the capability to destroy an
external threat to our national
interests, but do we have the
capacity to promote the cause of
human rights and to hold our
allies to the same standard as
we do our enemies? I think we
do . Let ' s stop being so
hypocritical and selfish in our
dealings with other nations and
let's defend the only race that
matters ·· t he human race!
Our nation has the ability to
defend world peace and justice,
we need to exercise it. Prophet
Isaiah urged us thousands of
years ago, "Lear to do well:
seek judgement, relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless,
plead for the widow." Maybe,
our leaders should heed t he
words of Isaiah in the inter ests
of this nation, and of the world
as a whole.
BRIAN CLARDY is a graduate
assistant in the department of
political science, criminal
justice and legal studies. He is
from South Fulton, Tenn .

Shocking trend seen in low voter turnout
Since the sun was shining
bright and not a cloud was in
sight, no one can blame the low
voter turnout on the weather.
During the St udent Government Associat ion elections
Wednesday, only 940 Murray
State University students voted
. a mere 12 per cent of the student body pulled the lever for
the candidate of their choice.
So why do Murray State
students not vote? One reason
maybe that only one executive
race was contested and t he
other three, including SGA
president, were uncontested.
However, the senatorial races
drew a l arge fiel d of
contestants.
I believe the m~ority of the
campus is apathetic about what
happens here. The Murray
State SGA is the governing

LEIGH
LANDINI
Assistant News
Editor

body for our students, so
therefor e, students sh ould at
least car e something about
what happens and should exercise their constitutional right to
vote, whether it is in a campus,
local, state, or national
election.
According to Politics in States
and Communities by Thomas R.
Dye, about 30 to 55 percent of
the American population votes
in polit ical races. According to
the Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1989, the lowest
voter turnout in the 1984

presidential election was the 18
to 20 year-old group. The next
lowest group was the 21 to 24
year-old group. Both of these
age groups fall i nto t h e
category of college students.
Of course, these statistics
were for a national election, but
this apathetic trend is disturbing, not just for campus elections, but for other elections as
well.
We are the future leaders and
policy makers for our nation
and we should start somewhere
in political activism. It may be
running for a seat in SGA or
just helping ca.n didates campaign for office.
Voting is an integral part of
our political heritage and
students should be aware of the
choices that they make will affect them in the future.

To the Editor:
April 21-27 . . . is National
Victim's Rights Week. In Murr ay and across the nation,
thousands of crime victims and
citizens concerned with justice
are joining together to reaft1rm
our commitment to the fair
treatment of persons whose
lives are touched by violence.
Our theme this year focuses on
"A New Balance" between the
rights of t hose accused of crime
and the rights of victims.
Our concern for justice is well
warranted, since last year
almost 37 million Americans
were victims of crime. Yet 31
million of these crimes will
never result in an arrest! And
less than 37 percent of all
crimes are even reported to the
police! It's no wonder that so
many victims feel that our
criminal justice system is, indeed, more "criminal" than
"just" when it comes to protecting their rights.
Despite these grim statistics,
we've made many important
strides toward achieving equal
justice for all Americans,
especially the innocent victims
of crime. Today in our nation.
there are almost 8 , 000
organizations that provide
crime victims with assistance
andsupport.Thousandsofgood
laws have been passed over the
past decade to protect and
restore cr ime victims' rights.
And victims are speaking out now more than ever before - to
let America know that "crime
doesn 't pay . .. victims dol''
So <Juring 1991 National Victims' Rights Week, I urge the
citizens of Murray to think
about how they can contribute
their energies to reducing
violence and helping victims.
Form a neighborhood watch
program. Volunteer for many of
the fine victim assistance programs in our community. And
help our police by reporting any
suspicious activities and all
crimes of which you are aware.
Working together, we can
achieve "a new balance" in our
system of justice. And together
we can provide crime vicitms
with the respect and rights they
deserve.
Carolyn Smith
Executive Director
Rape Victim Services
.
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Delayed stress problem with vetS,·
BY BRAD CRAFTON

Veteran recalls experiences
from Vietnam conflict, draft
People, from President Bush was usually an individual ex· - - - - - - - - - - - - port and service groups. He is
" You still face it
most actively involved with
to Virgil and Willie on the court perience. Soldiers went to basic,
square, have been saying it for overseas and then back home
with mixed
helping to ensure other
veterans are receiving their
months. The Persian Gulf is not with different people.
emotions.''
benefits as they should. He said
He said the eight-week basic
going to be another Vietnam.
it is mostly routine but occa·
Well, it wasn't, and the many training course did very little to
sionally they tell combat
Hugh Barksdale
veterans of the Vietnam War actually prepare someone for
stories.
would be among the first to tell combat.
Vietnam veteran
"They
try
to
teach
the
basics
you. One such veteran, Hugh
Barksdale said that most
Barksdale of Murray, found and help you learn new skills," - - - - - - - - - - - - Vietnam veterans are sym·
significant differences between he said.
He said his experience with pathetic with the Persian Gulf
He also said being educated
the recent conflict and the one
PTSD
shows that some of the veterans, but he is unsure of
made little difference to the Ar25 years ago.
worst
cases
were among non· how they will be received. He
Barksdale was not the my and that he was treated the combat soldiers.
said all the hoopla surrounding
average draftee when his notice same as everyone else,
"Some of the worst cases I their return is good, but some of
arrived the same day as his sometimes worse.
witnessed were combat medics, it is being blown out of propor"Drill seargents at that time ambulance drivers, that sort of tion because the entire country
master's degree in 1971. He
said the change for him was not weren't required to have a high thing," be said.
is aboard the bandwagon.
the same as the guardsmen and school diploma or even a GED,"
One disadvantage to the short "Any Vietnam veteran isn't
reservists who had to report fqr Barksdale said. "Sometimes ground war was that the willing to take anything away
they were harder because they soldiers did not have a chance
duty in the Persian Gulf.
from these people," Barksdale
''I had been teaching college resented people with to a<ljust themselves to the type said. "But you still face it with
for two years before I was educations."
of carnage that was left after
Although most people equate the intensive bombings. mixed emotions."
drafted, " Barksdale said.
He does not see as much of a
"Plus, in my day, we always post-traumatic stress disorder Barksdale said it would have
knew there was the chance we (PTSD) with long-term ex- been nearly impossible to be problem with the delayed stress
like there was in Vietnam
would be drafted. These guys posure to combat or combat en- prepared for that.
because
of the fact that most
didn't expect that (being called vironments, Barksdale said he
"It had to be a real shock to
believes it is possible for some them. In Vietnam we had a units will stay together at their
up)."
One of the main differences soldiers to return from the Per- chance to de-humanize those home bases in the states.
Barksdale sees is that the peo- sian Gulf with PTSD.
people because we were exposed
"The fact the units will be
"The ones that were there the to death more frequently," he staying together is a big plus,"
ple who were called up with
their reserve units are able to longest, seven months or more, said.
Barksdale said. "They will help
have the support of that larger will probably have some
Barksdale is currently involv· provide a support group for
ed with Vietnam veterans sup- each other."
group. He said being drafted stress," Barksdale said.

Counseling to aid
returning students
Students who will be returning to school after their ser·
vice in the Persian Gulf War
will find the Veterans Ser·
vice office very helpful in
their readjustment to
civilian life.
The office, located in Ord·
way Hall, provides many ser·
vices to veterans of all
varieties and helps them
cope with some of the pro·
blems in attending college.
Charles Carden, a student
worker in the office of
Veterans Services, said they
are mainly concerned with
handling the paperwork that
is involved when dealing
with the Veteran's Ad·
ministration and other
' government agencies.
Carden said they assist
disabled veterans, students
who are in the national
guara and reserves and are
enrolled in some type of saving~:~ for college program and
retired veterans who are en·
titled to government funds
under the old G.I. Bill. He
also said the office will handle the claims of dependent
children of veterans who are
entitled to their parent's
benefits.
"We assist disabled
veterans while they are being rehabilitated as well as
students who receive money
from a contributing fund,"
Carden said. "We also help
retiring veterans who beat
the grandfather clause and
are entitled to money from a
non-contributing fund."
He said one of the major
functions of the office is to
act as a liaison between both
the student and the university as well as between the student and the Veterans
Administration.
"We help the veteran get
their money from the VA, we
handle all the paperwork for
the student," Carden said.
He said the office also advises the student on what
types of aid he is eligible for
from the government. He
said they handle the paperwork to appropriate the
money for something like a
personal tutor. The office is

''We used to
have one (a
support group),
but since most
of the demand
has fallen off
it's been
discontinued."
Charles Carden

Student Worker
also responsible for handling the claims for students
who are enrolled in extension classes at Ft. Campbell.
He said that as of now
students who were involved
in Operation Desert Storm
have not been allowed any
further benefits.
"A bill has been proposed
to Congress to increase the
benefits of servicement who
served," Carden said. "Our
assistant director is at a
meeting to find out what has
or will be done."
One of the services he says
the office does not offer is a '
moral support group for
veterans who have difficulty
adjusting. He said that since
the number of Vietnam
veterans on college campuses is not as great as it
was a few years ago, that service is not in demand as
much as it once was.
"We used to have one (a
support group), but since
most of the demand has
fallen off it's been discon·
tinued," Carden said.
Carden said that all a
veteran would need to do
would be to contact the office
and inquire about what type
of service they require or
whatever the question might
be and they will handle the
rest.
uAll the student has to do
is come by the office,"
Carden said. "If they need a
tutor or something we will
fill out the right paperwork
and take care of the rest."

Treatm.ents..prove
.
helpful in ~ prisons
One of the more common
misconceptions of PTSD is that
being exposed to combat is the
only way a person can get the il·
lness. Other types of extreme
stress exist, however, and have
been leading the research in
the treatment of delayed stress.
An article in the August 1989
issue of Corrections Today
highlights some of the methods
and procedures the corrections
establishment has used to treat
corrections officers who are ex·
posed to high-stress situations.
One point the article brings
out is the inability of therapy to
alleviate the short-term effects
of PTSD. Corrections officials
merely try to diminish the longterm debilitating effects. In doing this, they have made some
discoveries about the treatment
ofPTSD.
They found that post-trauma
services should be provided
within the first few days after
the incident to ensure greatest
success. It was also discovered
that without proper follow-up
after initial treatment, the
chance for severe, long-term
consequences may actually
increase.
The article said that corrections officials try to concentrate
on four essential areas for
PTSD care:
• Infor mation - It is very important to let people know help
is available for stress-related
conditions before those events
occur.
• s upport - Survivors need to
be shown constant support to
overcome feelings of isolation,
distrust and detatchment.
• Ventilation - They need to
be able to discuss freely their
emotions and opinions about
the trauma in order to better
understand what has happened
to them.
• coping skills - PTSD auf.
ferers must be shown new cop·
ing skills in order to comprehend the new situation they
are dealing with.
According to an article in the
Jan. 22 issue of The New York
Times, the military recognized
the need for early detection and
treatment of combat stress in
the Persian Gulf War. One of
the major concerns was the fact
that soldiers were forced to
wear the protective nuclear.

biological and chemical suits.
Most psychologists agree that
the foreign nature of these suits
alone could create enough
stress to become a problem for
some soldiers in the Middle
East.
The article said plans for
treatment for stress cases during the war included limited
rest (usually less than three
days) in a protected foreward
area and the emphasis of
discussion from the soldier on
his experiences and what he
feels he is going through.
Some military psychologists
are concerned about the lack of
plans for follow-up treatment
once the soldiers return from
the Persian Gulf. They want to
ensure that any ground gained
in the early detection of these
conditions is not lost in an in·
adequate program of post·
treatment.
The article also said that the
more time soldiers had to
prepare themselves for the war,
the better off they would be in
combatting stress.
The experiments conducted in
the prison showea that the in·
ability to properly prepare both
the corrections officers and the
individuals trained to treat the
stress condition for unexpected
incidents greatly diminished
the efficiency of the program. In
that line of work it is hard to
determine when an incident is
going to occur, hence it is
harder to plan for them.
The Army, on the other hand,
is not only planning for these
incidents but they are also on
the lookout for early warning
signs in order that treatment
can begin as soon as possible.
By recognizing the symptoms,
they are hopeful that the
serious, long-term effects
witnessed during the Vietnam
War can be avoided or at least
diminished.
Post-traumatic stress
disorder can lead to a life of
misery and confusion if not properly treated. Veterans who
suffer from this have been
known to abuse alcohol and
drugs as well as have the in·
ability to obtain and keep jobs.
The military only hopes they
can save the country from this
horror of war before it starts.

.
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Graphic by ROB WILKERSON :

Combat stress for i
Vietnam veterans
•I

Perhaps one of the most pose of his mission, create his ~
tragic statistics from the Viet· own personal organization
nam War is the number of structure and feel like they
soldiers who came home with have control over their future
the emotional wounds the hor- situation in order to cope with '
rors of war can inflict.
the stress.
~
'
About 470,000 soldiers
Veterans who fail to adjust :
returned from Southeast Asia often suffer at home in their in- ;
with what is known as post· ability to obtain and maintain •
traumatic delayed stress employment and widespread ;
disorder (PTSD). According to dependence on drugs and
most psychiatrists, PTSD is alcohol. A Department of·
caused by a person's inability to Justice study conducted in 1981 .
cope with the memories and showed that roughly 10 percent ;
meanings of events during and of all Vietnam veterans have I
after their occurrence.
been under some form of legal I
custody
since the war ended. !
The American Psychiatric
I
Association defmes PTSD as
The random survey of 12,000 :
"involuntary retrieval of prisoners in state peniten- I
disturbing episodic memories, tiaries across the country :
intrusive thoughts, nightmares revealed that 25 percent were :
and flashbacks."
Vietnam era veterans and of :
A study published in the Mar· that number 10 percent drank :
chiApril 1990 issue of the heavily every day and 8 percent :
Public Health Reports suggests admitted to having used heroin :
that a multitude of factors con· at some point.
!
I

tributed to the high number of
PTSD cases from the Vietnam
War. It cites the generally
young age of the combatants,
the rotating nature of the tours
of duty the soldiers served, the

A survey conducted by the :
Center for Disease Control con- ;
cerning the Vietnam ex- ;
perie~ce showed that 50 per- :
cent of all veterans exhibit one .
or more symptoms of PTSD. Of ·
that number 14 percent were .
white, 19 percent black and 27 ·
percent were hispanic.
The National Vietnam-''
Veterans Rea<ljustment Study
said that 15 percent or 470,000 1
male and 9 percent or 650 •
female soldiers during Viet- J
nam, are currently suffering J
from the effects of PTSD.

difficulty U.S. troops had in
recognizing the enemy, the
guerilla nature of the war and
the fact that servicemen did not
receive a proper welcome as
prime factors in creating added
stress to veterans.
Another report, published in
the October 1990 issue of
Psychological Reports, said that
veterans suffering fr<'m severe
On a contradictory note, the jj
cases of PTSD are critical of the Chicago · Medical School perwar and feel some sense of formed a study which showedf
responsibility for it. These the extent of combat exposure
veterans are also more likely to did have an influence over who 11
have a feeling of compassion for contracted PTSD.
the Vietnamese people.
This issue will be settled after
The study concluded that the military finds out how·
high combat exposure does n(lt many cases of combat stress are,
ensure nor is it neccesary for reported after the short ground·
PTSD. It says that an in- war which lasted only 100 .
dividual's resilience is a much hours and involved a very few ·
larger factor. It said a soldier troops in actual combat with ~
must be able to identify the pur· Iraqi forces.

Poat-tnl.....tlc .,.._yed 8treu s,ndromel ~·~;\;. ~t
Vietnam Veterans who experience Po1t.traumatic delayed ana
syndrome can be affticl8d with a variety of physical and emotional
ailment such aa:

• Intrusive recollections (flashbacks)
• Nervousness or jumpiness
• Numbed emotional responsiveness
• Sleep disorders(i.e. Insomnia or_nightmares)
• Memory problems
• Rage and depression
I
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_NEWSBRIEFS
Earth Day festival planned
The Center for Environmental Education at Murray State
University will host an Earth Day film festival Thursday.
Beginning at 9 a.m , the films will be shown in the Barkley
Room. Videos include "Waste Management as if the Future
Mattered," "Our Threatened Heritage" and "Greenhouse
Crisis: The American Response."

Reforms may
alter policies
Spouse abuse raises issues
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Staff Writer

Special events slated in the park
"Springtime in the Park," originally scheduled for last
weekend, has been rescheduled for Saturday.
Sponsored by the Community Improvement Volunteers of
Murray and Calloway County, the festivities in the Murray
City Park will begin at 10 a.m. The events include several
booths offering food, arts and crafts, antiques, exhibitions
and games.
All proceeds from the event and other CIV-sponsored ac·
tivities will be used to fund the beautification improvements
in Murray and the parks.

Deadline to vote nears
April 28 is the last day to register to vote in the May 28
primary races in Kentucky.
In Calloway County, students who have attained Calloway
County residency may register at the County Court Clerk's
office on the second floor of the Murray Courthouse. Hours
are 8:30 a.m. lo 5 p.m.

Career seminar offered
:
:
'-

t-

A career seminar will be offered by the department of
American humanics at Murray State University at 4 p.m.,
Wednesday in the Curris Center's Mississippi Room.
Kay McCollum, area executive for the Girl Scouts of
America, is the featured speaker. She will discuss current
trends and issues facing the organization and career oppor·
tunities. The one-hour seminar is open to the public.

Alumni Banquet tickets available
The deadline for buying tickets for the annual Alumni Ban·
quet is Wednesday.
Tickets are available from the Alumni Affairs office at
Murray State and may be obtained by calling the office at
762-3737.
Graduating seniors are encouraged to attend the banquet
according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs.
Seniors will not pay admission to the banquet.

.

Mudball returns to MSU
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Mudball, sponsored by the Student Alumni Association,
returns to the Murray State campus on Friday.
Regulation volleyball will be played in six inches of mud.
The volleyball tournament begins at noon on the intramural
fielq acijacent to the regidence hall complex.
E~h team will consist of six members and there must be a
ratio of 4 males-to-2 females. Each player will receive a free
T-shirt and free refreshments. Awards will be given to the
first and second place teams.
The entry fee is $30 and applications are due as soon as
· possible. Additional information is available by calling the
SAA office at 762-3439 or the Alumni Affairs office at
762-3737.

I

The upcoming reforms in
domestic violence crimes laws
in Kentucky may change the
way Murray State University
handles its cases.
Kim Barrett, a counselor at
the Counseling and Testing
Center, said there is no campus
organization for victims of
domestic violence, but cases can
be taken on an individual basis.
Barrett said although
another counselor will be hired,
there are currently only three
counselors including the
director.
"I get a few referrals, usually
court mandated, and I see them
about once a week," she said.
Barrett said therapy sessions
usually begin with working on
communication. However, if
nothing can be worked out, pre·
divorce proceedings can be
discussed.
"We do insist they stop the
violence though," she said.
"They have to do that."
Barrett is glad to hear
reforms are coming.
"From my experience in deal·
ing with clients, police are
sometimes not sensitive enough
and downplay the significance
of the act," she said.

Carl 0 . Martin, captain of
public safety, said public safety
responds to about 12 cases of
domestic violence per year.
"With the number of people
in College Courts as compared
to other universities, it's a good
track record," Martin Raid.
Martin said one reason the
number for the low number of
cases is the housing office
because it does not tolerate that
behavior.
Martin said the College
Courts area is also heavily
patrolled for quick response to
any disturbance.
Complaints usually concern
ex-husbands bothering the
spouse living in College Courts,
he said.
Public safety escorts the in·
dividuals off the premises,
meaning off campus. Martin
said if an individual is a repeat
offender, he is usually arrested.
"We do whatever the spouse
wants," he said.
Martin also said in some
cases the offenders have court
orders to stay away.
"If a court order has been
violated, we arrest on the spot."
If arrested, an individual can
be held for only 12 hours unless
charges are pressed.

Photo by REBECCA COGAN

MOWING RIGHT ALONG
As the weather begins to warm up, many students and
faculty may be hearing the familiar sound of lawn mowers
around campus. Billy Buchanan, a University employee,
mows grass on campus.
I

International studies major rejected
By LORI SHAIN

Harmon said the recommen· as on Japan or Asia where you
dation was made after the would study the language,
During the International group had some problems literature, culture, politics and
Education Retreat recently, the beginning their discussion.
history of that area," Harmon
He said guest speaker Dr. said.
faculty and students rejected
the idea of creating a new inter- Robert Leestma, vice president
An international slant on
national studies major at Mur- of the international programs sciences, business or foreign
ray State University.
of the American Association of language, is ideal as a minor,
Dr. Coy Harmon, dean of State Colleges and Univer· he said. However, it does not
libraries said the group recom· sities, said the group had some seem very marketable as a ma·
mended t h e international difficulty in discussing an inter· jor because it is so broadly bas·
studies minor offered at MSU national s tudies program ed that there is no sound
be strengthened before a majo~ because it is often hard to knowledge of any one area.
is created.
define as a major.
"The minor offered, in terms
"Our focus is on strengthen·
"Some things to ask are: Is it of courses, is inadequate. It is
ing the minor, making it more marketable? Will students be not clear where it is in our
easily found and identifiable, able to find work with such a publications or how to get it,"
then publicize it, putting out broad major? An international he said.
flyers to all incoming studies major may not be as
At any one time, Harmon
freshmen," he said.
focusable as area studies such said, there are no more than a
StaH Writer

half dozen students in the inter·
national studies minor program
which includes courses in areas
such as art, economics, English,
and history.
"Students have not tradi·
tionally looked at an interna·
tional program as part of their
studies," he said.
Harmon said the group will
continue the discussion at a
Focus on Education convention.
" A major is not what we want
to pursue now. Maybe later
after the minor is strengthened
a major will be constructed
with greater concentration in
one area. We might want to
pursue an area as opposed to an
international major," he said.

•
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MurrayBP

Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service
Sell new and rebuilt vacuums, as well as
repair all vacuums.
This is the place where price and service
sells vacuums.

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

UPS Shipping Service
available
Bel Air Shopping Center

South 12th Street
753-9164

Mechanic on duty!
Monday - Friday

753-2706

8:30 a.m. -r 5 p.m.

''FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP'

It took.Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomyexam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the detinUe advantage. It helps
·keep you awake and mentallyalert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
~em faster, too.
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Bargain Matinees
Saturday & Sunday Onlyl
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Research benefits students

POUCEBEAT
Aprll1 6

Debate co.ntinues between research, teaching
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Specral Sections Editor

The Dean's Council's effort to
e::;tablish differentiating roles
for faculty members in each college is welcomed by some
University faculty and questioned by others.
Terry Barrett, professor of
psychology, said the traditional
teaching versus research
debate is ari'incorrect way of approaching the dispute, and
research should be required of
all faculty members.
"People have taken 8 much
too
narrow
of what
research
is," heview
said. "Research
is a matter of thinking through
some theoretical situation and
:.~:... going out and finding
Barrett said every discipline
has an area that needs to be
researched and each instructor
needs to be aware of that area.
"We need to be coaches. Our
job is to help students develop
their cognitive potentials,"
Barrett said. "How can a person teach someone to be a
scholar if they aren't one?"
Barrett said he views scholar-

ship as the extent to which a
professor pushes his own and
his students' understanding of
the world.
"And what you must do to
push your ideas is to present
your ideas to your colleagues
for criticism,'~ he said.
Paul Sasso, associate profeasor of art, also said he
believes research and teaching
go hand in hand.
"I don't think you can be effective unless you are current
in your field," he said. "You
can be a teacher and basically
go to sleep, but you can't be an
effective role model that way."
Sasso said remaining current
in his field involves maintaining a unique view and expressing it through producing and
exhibiting art.
The type of research a faculty
member does and how it applies
to their field varies from
department to department, said
Leon Duobinis-Gray, assistant
professor of biological sciences.
"If you are at a university the
primary goal is to teach, but it
is also a setting where
publishing new information for
the academic community is re-

quired," he said. "The mission
of the University is to do both,
but internally how do you do
that?"
Duobinis-Gray said faculty
members in biology often take
the responsibility of extra
classes to allow other faculty to
do research.
Dr. Adam Lanning, associate
professor of sociology, said he
views research as an activity
that should be reserved for
faculty members who are competent in publishing.
"I was told when I was a grad
student by a revered professor
t h at 90 percent of all the good
stuff was published by 10 percent of the profession - the rest
is gobbly gook," he said. "An
inordinate amount is useless,
only about 10 percent advance
the discipline. It's not sincere
involvement in the frontier of
knowledge."
Lanning said currency in the
field is essential, but not the
primary responsibility of every
faculty member.
''Sociology is a research
oriented discipline and we are
all well trained in research, so
we all do push that everyone

10:57 p.m. - A student reported being sexually abused in
the White Hall parking lot at approximately 11:50 p.m. on
Aprill5.
The student said she got out of her car and ~tooped down to
look underneath her car because the car bad been making
funny noises. As she was bent over, an unidentified male approached her from behind and grabbed her. He pushed her
head down causing her to bit the right side of her face on the
car. After holding her and making crude remarks to her, the
male released her and ran east towards the gravel parking
lot.
The victim was so startled she didn't get a good description.
She described her attacker as a white male, approximately
6-feet tall with long collar-length dark hair. The atudent sustained a slight bruise on her face and did not require medical
attention.

will be involved in research and
hopefully published,'' Lanning
said. "But I am a teacher, I
came here to be a teacher.
That's why I got into the field,
to disseminate knowledge.''
Dr. Ken Wolf, history profeasor, also said he does not
think every faculty member
should be required to research
and publish but suggests an increase in the merit pay system
to encourage faculty to stay active in their fields.
He said it is "lazy teaching"
he is most opposed to.
Wolf said he suggests increasing the merit pay allocated by
the Board of Regents by 25 percent and decreasing the "across
the board" salary increase
allocations to 50 percent or less
of the salary pool.
''Only then will we be inspired to devise an equitable
and meaningful professional
system of evaluating research,
teaching and service," he said.

Aprill2
8:37 p.m. - A custodian reported vandalism on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
April 11

7:42 p.m. -Someone reported bottle rockets were being
shot at cars from the fourth floor of Clark HalL
·

April tO
8:00 a.m. - Someone reported a man trying to get into the
rear window of a car that was parked in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot. Security found no cars that were tampered with
in the parking lot.

Editor's Note: This story is the
third of a three-part on role differentiation and the controversy
between teaching and research
on college campuses.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer Johnson, staffwriter, from the materials available to
the general public from the public safety department.

CALENDAR
Friday Aprll 19

Saturday Aprll20

Movie. 'Dances with Wotws, •
7 p.m. only, Cunta Center
Theater. Admission $1.50
for students"with 1.0., $2.50
for ottlert.

lnllllblll AWIIIIIII...ull, 7
p.m., CurTis Center Balroom.
Cullnt Hone lllow, 11 a.m .•
Wilt Kentucky Uvestock and
Elcposltlon Center. Admll81on
tee.

Jm CIIMII1. MSU Jazz
Bands Iand II concluctlld by
John Schlabach, 8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.

Sunday Aprll21
c.c.t.. MSU Wind Ensemble
conduclllld by Dennis

Johnson, 2 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium. AdmUion free.
lhdlftl Rtl ltll. Rick Melson
senior briM recital, 3:30 p.m.,
Annex Recital Hall Admission
free.

Monday April 22

Tuesday April 23

OlnepW~tJIJ
Omega Pal
fratlmlly.
Vartei Mnll held .:n night
until tbe 28th. f« more
Information con11ct Gr10 Cox
at 782-4884.

4-H ...,_ llllw, 10 a.m., West

'

a•IIU.I IIIU FfA R11f
DIJ. High school students
compete In a Vll1erty of
events. Registration, 7.30
a.m., Wilt Kentucky
LIYestock S1IOW end
Expotlllon Center

Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission
free.

CIIIIIMJ ZIDI, 7.30 p.m., Currts
Center Stables. Admlaslon
free.
...._.Cinlf;_ IR....I.
Performances of works by
MSU student composers, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital HaD.
Admission free.

....... .:..... a.,.

Melting, 3:30 p.m.• Special
Education Building Lounge.

.

Thursday April 25

Wednesday April 24

~Rtllfelllwll.

Mille. 'State of Grace; 3:30, 7
and 9:30 p.m.,Currts Center

sponsored by"" Center for
EnvlromefDI Ed4allon. 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., 8altdty Room.
Flmslnclude 'Waste
Mlnagemlnt As If"" FWn
Mattered,' 'Ourlln dlned

theller. Admlallon, $1,
matinee, $1.50 for students
with 1.0. and $2.50 for otheR
at tbe Mfllng show.
T~nnla. Men's team

vs. Austin

Herbge,I and "GGwwhoute

Peay, 3:30p.m., Bennie

Crlsls: The Amer1can
Relponle.'

Purcen Courts.

. . . . . . . . . . . Oil.....
6:30 p.m., Annex Recital Hal.
Admllalon free.

C..... llllttrl.IIIIN. 7 p.m.,
Currts Center blllroom.
ldmlallon free.

....... RtiHIL Melanie Cron
junior trombone recital, 8
p.m., Annex Recital Haft.

....... RIIIIILJohn Grice
senior trunpet I'ICIII, 8 p.m.,
Faml Recital Hal.

REMEMBER...

Calendar Information
The calendar lilts eYenta of
giiMf1l iltemt to "" l)llvlf-

sly communfty. To place ywc
adiYIIy on tbe calendar, stop by
1M ~.~u~r-.y

sra ,., orne.

(111 WllsonHal)andcompllll
a calendlr form. DeldN for
calendar submlsalons Ia noon
Monday prtor to tbe Friday Ia·

sue.

sra,.,

1MMumy
111t1
Mills aa spa allows. T1tt
Nfwl II not reeponlllll forthl
Ml1tl or lnfonnlllon lllald In
this calendar.

(502)782..we8

EARTH DAY

·1heMwray Scate News reminds you Aprll211s Earth Day. Make Hevery day.

We Wish You the Best of Luck

c~~~~s ·o~s
c;.o ~\'-~"'
\~

University Store
,.., Currls - Center ,..,
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

U.S.D.A. GRADE W HOU.Y-I'YSON

.1'~!WBOLE

FRYERS

P{)UND •• •.. .• ...•.... • . ••
(UM1T S FRYERS, PLEASE!)

"NEW CIIOP" ~ VI1LOW "11'1 HUSK"

SWEEICORN

~

1 e

13 beds amilable

4 beds with 6.6
ultrulamps

4 visits

7 visits

$10

$13.50

10 visits
$18

20 visits or
1 month

$35
DIET a I EC. CAI'RIN! FUE
01 DIET a I ECULAI

Student Discount Available
753-WOLF

PEPSI COlA

Olympic Plaza

.:J09
.'
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·Limitations placed on smoki_
ng
"It is not for noble health
reasons," he said.
Staff Writer
There are no other no smokThe question is not whether ing rules in the Curris Center.
to smoke or not to smoke, but
Baurer said for the most part
where to smoke.
people have been good about
In a more health conscious not smoking in meetings. There
America, people are aware of are no plans to initiate addithe dangers of cigarette smoke tional smoking rules.
and are speaking out about it.
"Most groups that use the
Virtually every public place building are confining their
has recently adopted some form smoking to the concourses," he
of smoking segregation. In the said.
past, there were no restrictions
Eating areas on campus also
on wh ere smo kers could have smoking areas. The
congregate.
policies have been in the books
Murray State University has since June 1988 but have been
some smoking policies i'n enforced since January 1989,
specific areas on campus.
said William Benriter, director
J im Baurer, director of the of food services.
Curris Center, said there is a no
He said they placed smoking
smoking rule in the game room restrictions in the dining areas
because smokers were damag- because students wanted a ·
ing the carpet by not using definition of where they could
ashtrays.
eat without smoke.
By STACEY CROOK

Benriter said most students
obey the rules, but if they do
not they will be asked to
relocate to the designated
areas.
"Smoking tends to be an emotional issue with folks," he
said.
Gene Biby, assistant director
of housing, said there are no
rules on smoking in the
residence halls.
Biby said they try to pair
nonsmokers with nonsmokers
in rooms. The housing office
has not received any complaints from students about the
lack of a smoking policy.
John Griffm, assistant professor of library, said they have
provided smoking students
with a specific area in Waterfield Library. The only place
students can smoke is in the
basement in a partitioned area.

Waterfield has had this policy
for 10 to 12 years, Griffin said.
Pogue Library only allows
smoking in the East Foyer,
which is located between the
two front doors of the building.
Donna Miller, administrative
secretary of faculty senate, said
the senate has made recommendations, which were approved
in February 1990, regarding
smoking at faculty meetings.
Students smokers have not
made an issue of t he various
campus smoking policies.
"I don't think the restrictions
are so tough," said Kim Pierce,
a special education graduate
student from Murray.
Jarrod Smith, a freshman
undeclared major from Beechmont, said he thinks smokers
infringe upon his right not to
smoke by smoking in a public
place.

PEOPLE
TWENTY-THREE MURRAY STATE NEWS staff members
received 15 awards fr om the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association at its annual conference recently at Eastern Kentucky University.
Second place winners included: MARK ADAMS, Dawson
Springs; JAMES LOCKWOOD, Clarksville, Tenn.; ROB
WILKERSON, Henderson; MELANIE BUCKLIN, Owensboro;
JANEEN MIRACLE, Winchester; JOHN WRIGHT, Paducah;
ERIC WALKER, Nortonville; ALYSSA HARVEY, Hickman;
KRISTIE HELMS, Calvert City; LEIGH LANDINI, Murray;
LORI SHAIN , Louisville; and TONNYA KENNEDY,
Mufreesboro, Tenn., all in the analysis and special reports
catagory.
Third place winners included: PATTI BEYERLE, Louisville;
ALL YSON HOBBIE, Sarasota, Fla.; RHONNDA KERR, Murray and LANDINI in continuing news category; WALKER for
feature story; MICHAEL PADUANO, Neptune, N.J. for sports
column; BUCKLIN and WILKERSON for informational
graphics; STEVE COLE, McKenzie, Tenn., KEN DARE,
Marion,Ill., and KRIS FAZI, Murray, best supplement.
Receiving honorable mentions were LANDINI, news story;
CATHY COPE, Hopkinsville, analysis and special reports;
JENNIFER JENKINS, Henderson, general interest column;
KARL FLOOD, Murray, editorial cartoon; DARE, sports game
story and sports news story; and KELLY OWEN, Paris, Tenn.,
advertising campaign.

of

Murray

753-3333
Dixieland Shopping Center

MISS KENTUCKY U.S.A.
PAGEANT
"Offidal preliminary to the MISS U.S.A. PAGEANT''

JULY 20, 1991
Executive Inn--Paducah, KY
Any person interested in participating must be
between ages 18 and 26.
Call or write B.F. Behrendt or Gary Jones:
MISS KENTUCKY U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS
6870 Greenfield Drive, Paducah, KY 42003
_~
1 i
898·8943

''Simply The Best''
Stop by and see the sharpest
display of trophies in town at

Body Elite!
32 - 6 foot Super Star Trophies
10 - Super Star Championship Belts
All to be given away Saturday,
May 4 , 7:30 p.m. at the

Battle of
Karate Su~erstars
at the Expo Center

Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS.
Now}Qll am get impressive, professional-looking

It incorporates 'llue1}'pe~ Apples new font technol-

documents without having to wait in longlines to use
the laser printer at the computer lab.
'The Personal Lase!Writer- LSprinter is the most
affordable Apple• LaserWriter ever. It has the power to
produce crisp text and high-definition grapoo at up
to four pages a minute (it even has a built-in,highspeed serial connection for enhanced performance).

ogy that enables you to scale andprint characters
smoothly and precisely, fromthe smallest footnote to
thelargest headline.
Bu~ best of~~ its from Apple- designed to let you
get everything out of a Macintosh•computer
that Applebuilt into it. Not just thepower
to look your best.Thepower to be your besC

lour
com~uter needs visit Computer Source
# Dixielann Center Murray, KY 42701

For all

or call759-4603
-located next to the University
/he-

~ 1991-Compukr, Inc. ApfM,

..

.•

"'

/ct1J, Naantosb,laserWriler and ··71Jepoutr ltJ be your best"are rtgiskmi lrudertu1ris. and ~1)pe ts a lrtulemiJrj OfAf1lk Compurer, Inc.
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PUS LIFE
Rock band
experience
is real trip
By JENNIFER JENKJNS
Campus Life Editor

Last Monday night, I did
something I never thought
I would do. What I did
shocked my friends, my
parents and resulted in a
campus manhunt. And to
think, all I did was sleep
with a rock band.
O.K. Let me clarify.
Sleeping with a rock band
does not mean sleeping
with a rock band, if you
catch my drift. And

FIRST PERSON

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

•

Surprise: Most 'facts' false
By AMY HELM
StaH Writer

Every college campus has its share of
myths and fables. and Mun·ay State
University is no exception. Some of the
myths have been circulated from student generation to student generation.
While the myths differ in meaning, the
results are the same because they are all
false.
Dr. Steve Jones, associate professor of
sociology, anthropology and social work,
said there is usually some truth behind
the student myths and fables.
"This shows because the myths are
passed from one student generation to
another Each generation embellishes
the myths. Based on speculation, maybe
the function of myths is to fill in some
gaps where there are no established
policies," Jones said.
Here are some common myths that
have circulated on the MSU campus:
• Myth: Students must wait 10
minutes for a professor and 15
minutes for a doctor to show up for
class.
Dr. Terry Foreman, chairman of the
philosophy and religious studies department, said students everywhere seem to
believe there is a rule about how long to
wait for an instructor.
" Never has it been in a book. It is a
piece of American student folklore, and
it gets passed from one student genera·
tion to another around the nation. I
remember hearing variations of it when

Musical anniversary
Music is basic. That is the message
the Kentucky Music Educators Association has said it wants every man,
woman and child to understand across
the state of Kentucky.
KMEA is celebrating its 50th anniversary of service to Kentucky schools.
Members have said music is a science, a math, a foreign language, history, physical education, and most
importantly, art.
Many Murray State University faculty
and music graduates belong to the
organization and have served in lead• ership roles.

•..

I was at Stanford University, Pennsylvania State University and Yale
University," Foreman said.
• Myth: Seniors are exempt from all
imals.
Foreman said there used to be a provision for it six years ago, but it was
abolished.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, said
this myth is absolutely untrue.
"We sent out a memo two years ago
saying that seniors were not exempt
from finals. It is simply a carry over
from high school," Bryan said.
The myth remains popular among
seniors.
Heather Laws, a senior elementary
education major from Wingo, said she
has heard the myth. "I've heard other
seniors talk about it," she said.
• Myth: MSU is the No. 1 gay college
in the nation.
Kim Barrett, counselor and instructor
at the Counseling and Testing Center,
said she knows the origin of this myth.
"I think it originated in Playboy. A
few years ago, there was an article that
gave a list of the colleges that have the
highest percentages of bomosexual
students. However, I don't have any
reason to believe there are more here
than anywhere else," she said.
• Myth: It rains more at MSU than
anywhere else.
Dr. Thomas Kind, professor in the
department of geosciences, said the
truth about this myth depends on where

one is from and what one is used to.
found something better to use in our
''The average rainfall for Murray is hamburgers, we would use it. However,
49.87 inches. Right now, we are about we would let everyone know about it,"
average. The wettest month is March he said.
with 5.71 inches, and the d.ryest is Oc"We send bids to 10 meat vendors each
tober with 2.93 inches. The amount of week, and t'rom there we buy meat three
precipitation you get varies, and it is the times a week. The vendors can't afford
same way everywhere," he said. "If you to fake it," he said. "Also, we don't even
come from the desert, it will seem like it freeze the patties ourselves. If anyone
rains a lot. If you are from the Ap- doubts that we use real beeffor our bampalachian Mountains, it will seem dry. burgers, we can arrange for them to
Some places receive more; some places watch us unload the meat!"
receive less."
Some students may want to take him
Ron Parker, a freshman mechanical up on his offer.
engineering major, said he carries his
Chris Curtis, a senior agriculture maumbrella around with him, even on sun- jor from Owensboro, said Winslow uses
ny days.
TVP - textured vegetable protein - in
• Myth: If one's roommate dies, one their hamburgers.
receives an automatic 4.0 grade • Myth: Woods Ball is for homosexpoint average.
uals and art m~ors only, and there
Bryan said there is no truth in this is a Ooor in White Hall for lesbians.
myth.
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said
"There is no gift of grades. When an these are stereotypes and untruths.
unfortunate situation happens, we do
"Sexual preference is not a question
everything possible to help the students that is filled out on the housing forms.
involved. It is the same way for any The residents of Woods Hall make up a
unusual situation. When some of our diverse community. There are a number
students had to go to the war, we made of nontraditional students and interns·
special arrangements for them. We help tiona) students residing there," she
out· students in any way we can," he said.
said.
• Myth: There is a ghost in the Price
• Myth: Winslow uses fake meat or Doyle Fine Art8 Center.
other ingredients in the hamburgers.
Several sources have said the elevator
Terry Todd, food buyer, said this myth in the building does weird things, but
is ridiculous.
maintenance people said that can be at"We use 100 percent pure beef patties. tributed to the fact that the elevator is
We don't use soybean burgers. If we old.

ironically, that little bit of
sleep in a Nashville hotel
was a real eye·opening
experience.
It all started with me
creeping bac;kstage Mon·
day night with the hopes
of meeting Pauly Shore,
who I bad interviewed
over the telephone the
week before. I had hoped
for another chance to talk
to Shore and update the
previous story. Little did I
know, the real story would
not come from Shore, but
from his opening act ·- the
Spin Doctors.
. The band, named for the
public relations people
who correct politicians'
mistakes for the press
corp, is touted as New
York City's hottest new
band. While they played
on stage, I did my best to
restrain my~elf. The
music was unlike
anything I had heard
before. It was a wild blend
of rock, blues and jazz
with a funky beat and daring post-modern twist.
I was fascinated with
lead singer Christopher
Barron, and as soon as I
realized the five·minute,
pre-show chat I bad with
Shore was not going to
result in a big story, I
thought I might as well
talk to Barron.
Barron was quick to impress me with his
friendliness, openness and
brazen sense ofhumor. We
had talked for about 20
minutes when he asked
me to come to Nash ville
with the band.
I was shocked and quick
to decline, but Barron '
gave me a tour of the bus,
introduced me to the rest
of the band and told me to
think of the story
possibilities. For any
reporter, that is the catch.
So, for the first time in my
life, I did something com·
pletely spontaneous: I
threw caution and reason
to the wind and climbed
aboard the bus.
Next thing I knew, the
bus was rolling out of
Murray and I had to bite
my tongue to keep from
shouting to the bus driver
to let me off. Afterall, I
had registration and
classes the next day. For
all I knew of these guys,
they could be drugged-out,
deranged rapists. What
was I doing?
See BAND
Page 11

choral conced Patchworks of life
f.;ll_A_S_LI_C_E_O_F_LIFE
_ _.....,. Spring
In conjunction with Alumni Weekend
In conjunction with the national quilt
and
the
Inauguration
of
President
show
held in Paducah each spring, the
~
Military kids
Ronald J. Kurth, the Murray State Uni- Wrather West Kentucky Museum is
i

In light of the recent Gulf War, many people
have wondered what growing up in a military
family is really like.
For Murray State University students Cindy
Benton, Michelle Keefe and Steve Riley, the
experience is full of both ups and downs.
•It definitely gives you an appreciation for the
United States. You can't very well be in a
military family and be unpatriotic," Keefe said.
They said they have missed homeUfe.
Story on page 11

versity music department wiU present
the MSU Spring Choral Concert on
Friday, April 26, at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
The Inaugural Choral Concert will
feature the MSU Concert Choir, Choral
Union, Unlveralty Chorale and the
Kentucklana Brass and Percussion
Ensemble.
The concert is free and open to the
public. For more information contact
Steven Michelson at 762-6454.

pleased to host its own quilt show on
the campus of Murray State University.
The Quilt Lovers of Murray, a local
quilting club, has loaned several of its
specimens for this exhibit.
There are quilts of bright colors and
modem patterens in the exhibit as well
as several antique quilts, which reflect
the skills and lifestyles of West Kentucky quilters.
The exhibit is open until July 31,
There is no admission charge.

~ --------------------------------------------------------------------------...
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Answering machines vital to college life
By ALYSSA HARVEY

Staff Writer
The telephone rings and rings, but
no one answers. Suddenly, there is a
click and Babyface's "Whip Appeal"
can be heard in the background. A
sexy voice speaks.
"H1... we can't come to the phone
right now, but if you leave your name,
number and a good reason to call you
back, we might. But then again, we
might not."
. The musi" switches to Candyman's
"Knockin' Boots/' and the voice
speaks again.
. "For those of you who want to get
busy, you've got to speak up now."
: This is one of the m~y messages
. that can be found on Murray State
University students' answering
machines. Some students believe

answering machines are an essential
part of college life.
Loreal Smith, a sqphomore television/radio production mejor from
Chicago, said her answering machine
helps her find out if people really called her.
"People kept telling me they were
calling me, and I wanted to catch
them in a lie," she said.
Smith said she and her roommate
change their messages once every two
days. The message they put on the
machine depends on their mood and
how much time they have.
Smith satd since she bought her
machine in January, her machine has
helped her get important messages
from her parents and professors. She
said she would advise anyone to buy
one.

"Especially if it's someone I'm calling because I get sick of hearing the
phone ring," she said.
Michael Southern, a sophomore
communications disorders major from
Hopkinsville, said his answering
machine helps him get in touch with
his friends, teachers and parents
when he's not in his room.
"It's kind of like your mom at college. They give you messages when
you get back ," he said.
Southern said he bought his answering mach ine just before he came to
college.
"I thought college would be a busy
place. I thought it would be a good
long-ter m investment," he said.
Southern said the music he puts in
the background of his messages is

usually music he likes to listen to and
that fits his style. He changes his
message once every two weeks.
Christy Elliott, a junior Spanish and
nursing major from Owensboro, said
her answering machine helps her all
the time.
" I like the convenience and the
security of knowing that ifi receive an
important phone call, I know I'll get
the message," she said.
"As a freshman, I realized I
wouldn't be in my room. If a relative
called or something happened in my
family, I wouldn't know," she said.
Elliott said the messages she and
her roommate put on the machine depend on their mood and how much
time they have. The length of time the
message stays on the machine

depends on how good it was or
whether or not the machine comes
unplugged.
Elliott said she would advise anyone
to buy an answering machine.
"They't·e convenient, and they're
really fun," she said.
All three students said the only
thing they really dislike about
answering machines is that people
call and hang up as soon as the
message starts. They said people
should not hang up because the
message might be important.
After all, some people work hard at
creating just the right message for
their answering machine.
"We're busy right now, so we can't
come to the phone. Leave your name
and message and we'll get back to
you." (pause)
f

i
I

I

Student juggles
activities, class
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Reporter

When that rare moment
emerges that Rusty Back is not
expected to be anywhere or do
anything, he likes to treat
himself to a laugh by watching
Cheers.
Back, a graduate student
from Dawson Springs, has more
than enough things to occupy
his waking moments. Back is
president of Pi Mu Epsilon, the
math honor society, a member
of the Math Club and treasurer
of Pi Kappa Alpha. He is also
working as a graduate assistant in the education department and is doing an internship
with Northwest Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Back manages to juggle all
his activities and still keep his
grade point average above a

3.8.
Photo by CRAIG HARMON
Rusty Back, a graduate student from Dawson Springs, Is Involved with the Math Club, a math honor society. and PI Kappa
Alpha. Back also plays baseball and the saxaphone In his spare
time.

Whenever he can find the
time, Back enjoys playing
baseball and collecting baseball
cards. Back played for the Murray State baseball team for two
•Years.

$30,000
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

Programs help with
learning disabilities
1

By SHERRY DICKINSON

-----~I..
AAKI NG

Reporter

The combination of studying, working and leading a
productive social life within
the realms of a college campus is tough enough but for
students with learning
disabilities the combinations
can be overwhelming.
Fortunately, Murray State
University offers a range of
programs to assist students
with learning disorders.
Ann Narewski, coordinator
for services for students with
learning disorders, said the
first step is identifying the
problem.
The first set of tests that a
student must go through is
an intelligence test and
achievement test. Depen·
ding on the results of those
tests, a pyschologist may
choose to do another battery
of tests to determine the exact nature of the disorder.
The Lowery Center offe.r,s a
variety of services.

THE GRApE
Back also el\)oys photography
a nd p laying saxophone
whenever the time allows.
Back said he likes to be busy.
"I think it prepares you for
life," he said.
Students should remember
why they are at college, Back
said.
"A person has to keep in mind
that they come to school to get
an education then they come to
make friends and socialize,"
Back said.
Back attributes his attitudes
toward education to his
parents. Whenever he brought
a B home, his father would tell
him that he could have done
better and they encouraged him
to make education his first
priority, he said.
Editor'• Note: This is the last
part of a 1Q-part series
spotlighting student scholars
who are active on campus .

Narewski said if students
have a reading disability
then they will be given access lo text books on tape.
Narewski said they also offer proctor testing , support
groups. and individual
tutoring.
Mter the intial conference,
N arewski said, with the student's permission, she sends
a letter to the instuctors informing them of the student's condition. Afterwards
she said it is the student'£
responsibility to follow-up.
"Our instructors are very
cooperative," Narewski said.
With the professor ' s
cooperation, students are
able to take their test in the
Lowery Center. Narewski
said this allows the student
more time to complete the
test or if they need it; someone can read the test to
them.
One of the major services, is
the support group.

"Congratu{atio

Brian Chandler

Start your engineering career now, while you're
still in school and earn a<~ much cu $1,100
monthly, plus bonuses, in the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. Eam up to $30,000 and never wear a
uniform until after you graduate. Today. the
Navy operates more than half the nuclear
reactors in the U.S. and is a recognized leader
in their development and operation.

Greek Man of the Year!

REQUIREMENTS

Love, %e Sisters of .9L{plia Omicron Pi

• United States citizen.
• Have completed sophomore year, majoring in engineering, math, physics or
chemistry.
• Minimum 3.0 GPA.
• Have completed one year of calculus
and calculus-based physics.
• No more than 26 Yt years old at time
of commissioning.
• Meet Navy's physical standards.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Call 1-800-777-NAVY

OFFICER Full
You and the Navy.
N.fA'tTV
tf I
Speed Ahead.

Piggly Wiggly
frozen pizza
7.8 oz. 59¢

-O' 5)

Prairie Farms
Gallon Orange Juice
$2.79
Open 24 hours
Monday-Friday
7 a.m.-midnight
Saturday & Sunday

-

Plggly Wiggly
cinnamon rolls
9 oz. $1.09

Soft 'n Gentle
bath tissue
4-roll pack
79¢

South 12th Street
& Glendale
753-9616 or 753-0265

I

MIL 102 RJ1Je lrfarkmanahlp

I

For more information contact

capam Todd Hat• lsan

762-4123
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Fans liven 'Pauly' show

Students tell of life
in military families
By MICHELE CARL TON
Reporter

Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines. American
children have grown up watching advertisements on television which promote enlistment into all branches of the military. But,
what is it really like growing up in a military
family?
Murray State stu.dents described what it is
like growing up with a parent in the service.
Cindy Benton, 21, a junior elementary
education major from Belleville, m., said her
father flies C-141 cargo planes for the U.S.
Air Force.
Benton said growing up in a military family
is not like a typical family.
"It was like you had a dad part of the time.
You knew you always had a dad, but he
wasn't always there," she said.
Benton said her dad was often gone for
weeks, months or years at a time, and it hurt
the family.
Michelle Keefe, 20, a junior organizational
communications major from Clarksville,
Tenn., said growing up in a military home is a
learning experience.
"It definitely gives you an appreciation for
the United States. You can't very well be in a
military family and be unpatriotic," she said.
Keefe said her father is a warrant officer in
the U.S. Army. He orders and maintains the
equipment at the 10lst Division at Fort
Campbell.

Steve Riley, 19, a sophomore art major from
Baumholder, Germany, said the main dif.
ference between civilian and military families
is that the military moves families often.
"It doesn't bother me because you take the
most important people with you when you
go," he said.
Riley said moving from place to place is a
disadvantage because one does not have a
hometown.
"People ask you where you're from, and you
say I don't know where I'm from. Wherever
my dad lives now, I guess," he said.
Riley said his father is stationed in Germany as the Commander of the 268 Armor
Battalion Division where he trains troops how
to drive and shoot tanks.
Riley said the longest he has ever lived in
one place was in Fort Knox for four years.
"It's a hard lesson to learn sometimes
because you don't want to move. But once you
learn it, I think it makes you into a better person," he said.
Benton said she really does not have a place
to call home either.
"I'll never have a place where I ca.n always
go back to," she said.
All three had difficulties a<ljusting to their
fathers' absences and frequent moves from
state to state; however, each had an inner battle when Operation Desert Storm hit his or
her home, they said.

Before the Totally Pauly concert April 15 in Lovett
Auditorium, some of t he huge
crowd chanted "Less Filling,
Tastes Great."
While Miller Lite has not used that slogan much lately, it
partially describes the live
show Pauly Shore has done at
college campuses nationwide.
Yes, it is fun to watch (the
Tastes Great part), but it is also
surprisingly filling.
Those who have seen Shore
on MTV's Half Hour Comedy
Hour and his own weekday
show, Totally Pauly, might
think he is a one-joke comic. He
steps onto the stage, speaks in
Valley talk and brok e n
sentences and h as g i r l s
squealing.
But all this betrays a fairly
sharp comic mind. At t he beginning of his concert, Shore warned the crowd t his show would be
nothing similiar to what he
does on MTV.
How true! Shore started by
putting down MTV favorites:
Nelson, Vanilla Ice and t he

Heroes inspire
MSU students
in everyday life
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

BAND
Continued from Page 9

What I was doing was completely blowing away my
previous stereotypical attitude
of rock bands. I thought road
life was glamorous, fast-paced
and wild. I thought there were
tons of drugs, wild sex with
groupies and other grevious
and mortal sins. I could not
have been more blind.
As I slowly made my way to
the back of the lurching bus
with Barron, I noticed the bus
was jam-packed with luggage
and other odds and ends. One
bunk was loaded with books,
tapes and to my delight, an old
beaten-up teddy bear. Another
contained a sick and worn-out
stage manager.
I sat in the back with Barron,
as he introduced me to the
other band members -- Eric,
Jason, Aaron and Mark. They
chatted for a long time about
bow the show went and what
they were learning from the
tour.
They discussed guitars and
stage presence, and even
though I knew next to nothing
about their lives, they included
me in their conversation. They
asked me what I thought, what
I did at school, what my interests were. I slowly started

losing my fear and realized I
could trust these friends who
minutes before were strangers.
There were some drugs on the
trip to Nashville. A few
members took only a couple of
hits from some pot they had
scored in Murray.
The only thing I took was
some Dramamine for travel
sickness. One member asked
me if it was a "downer," and I
laughed. The only thing I drank
was some apple juice. No orie
ever pressured me to try
anything, and they rolled down
the window so the smoke would
not bother me.
And later, if I had still held
some pre-conceived notions of
the glamorous road life, the bus
bathroom would have quickly
brought about a complete
about-face. It was, as Barron
put it, "pretty gnarly." The
"toilet" was a plastic milk
gallon. I decided I could wait
until we got to Nashville.
On the way to Nashville, the
other band members cleared
out of the room and left Barron
and me alone. He was a complete gentleman, and once he
realized I was not on the bus for
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When some people think of
heroes, they immediately t.hiDk
of people who have done
something outstanding such as
saving someone's life. There
the reason he had invited me are others who think of a
he picked up his guitar and character from a book, movie or
started singing me songs he televison.
Most Murray State Universi·
was working on.
ty students said their parents
The whole experience was in- were their heroes for different
noncent, fun and probably will reasons.
be the biggest highlight of my
Cathy Young, a sophomore
college life. For me it was a computer information systems
dream come true, but for others major from Brandenburg, said
it was a nightmare.
not only her parents, but her
When my friends and ~o entire family are her heroes.
workers noticed my car in the
/'They encourage me to be all
parking lot but me nowhere in I san be and to succeed in life,"
sight , they panicked and she said.
assumed the worst. They ended
Some Murray State students
up calling the police, my have heroes who are famous
parents and my boyfriend, who and have been constantly in
all were equally worried. They the public eye.
were all sure my dead body
Neil Thompson, a senior art
would show up soon.
education and political science
I, however, showed up alive, major from Pikeville, said he
well and happy Tuesday even· has several heroes. One is Dr.
ing. I told them all my wonder- Alan Bloom, a . political
ful stories while they berated philosophy professor at t he
me for doing something so University of Chicago.
foolish and irresponsible.
"He has sound ideas about
I know if they could, they some of the problems t'-"+
would ground me for about 10 Amer'icans have got t en
years. But I would not care. I themselves into," he said.
have some incredible memories
Thompson said another hero
of a very special person sharing he has is Robert Maplthorpe,
songs and poetry with me, of a who was a controversial fine
group strangers treating me arts photographer.
"His artist's eye went beyond
like a friend and of the story of
the conventions of his time," he
a lifetime.
said.

lllMEW
sound system may have helped
t-....o-.-.-.._
Shore, it was different for the

New Kids on the Block. He also
joked about playing the part of
Robby Krieger in Oliver
Stone's The Doors. A few safe
sex jokes here and attempts at
playing the drums there were
al~ good.

Shore's Murray material,
though limited, was a big
highlight. Sure there were the
"dry county" jokes, but his jabs
at Lovett technology proved he
was as quick as he was funny.
After a tape machine jammed
on him and a spot light briefly
went out on him, he asked how
old was the building to the
cheers of the loud crowd. His
closing song, L isa, was a bit
ant iclimatic.
While the crowd and the

New York·based band, The
Spin Doctors. As the opening
act, they tried to get the crowd
going with loud guitar rock and
a wild-on-a-budget stage show.
The lyrics were incomprehensible, and what the band did on
stage was far from memorable.
But the real star of the show
was the predominantly Murray
State student crowd. They saved their loudest cheers when
MTV cameras, taping Totally
Pauly, started shooting them.
The sea of waving hands t hey
created was a better visual
spectacle than t he Totally Pauly highlight tape that played
before Shore hit the stage. No
wonder MSU students got in
free; there probably would not
be a Shore concert without a
large college-age crowd.
A better opening act could
have helped, but Shore did not
need it with his material. To
those who k now him, the Totally Pauly'live show is a treat.

AROUND CAMPUS
Forum discusses environment
Murray State University, along with the National Issues
Forums, will hold a community forum to discuss environmental issues in an effort to kick off Earth Week.
An introductory session will be held 7:30 until 9 p.m.
tonight in t he Special Education Building, Room 240. Three
alternatives for protecting the environment will be introduced at this meeting.
A communi~y discussio~ session will be held Saturday from
8:3~ a.m. until 3 p.m. This forum addresses the three alternatives pre~nted at the i~troductory meeting. The meeting
place for this second session will be announced at the introductory discussion.
Both sessions are free to the public.

Performance features seniors
The fmal performance of Murray State University's Jazz
Bands I and n features three senior soloists tonight at 8 p.m.
in LOvett Auditorium.
·
Th.e program, directed by John Schlabach, includes solos by
DaVId Graham on trombone, John Grace on trumpet and
David Clark on saxophone.
Graha~ is feat~ed in the piece, "I Rem'ber Clifford.'"
Grace will solo in 'Back Bacon Blues." Clark is the feature
player in "Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most."

Ensemble presents performance
T? h~nor international education, the Murray State
Umverstty Symphonic Wind Ensemble presents the program, "Music From Around the World" Sunday at 2 p m in
Lovett Auditorium.
· ·
A special selection in the performance includes "Non Dobis
Domine" ~om the movie Henry VIII, arranged by Dennis
Johnson, director of bands.
Countries represented in the free concert include
C~choslovakia, Russia, the United States, Germany and
Switzerland.

Featuring:

The Apple® Macintosh®Classic
Senior Breakfast
Tuesday, April 30
8 a.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

to advance. Setve your country while you serve your

career with:
• great pay and benefits
• nonnal working hours
• complete medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year

Faculty/Staff tickets available from your
department secretary or from the Office of
Student Affairs, Ordway Hall, phone 762-6831
Graduating seniors admitted free of charge.
Reservations required by April 23.

Find out how to qualify as an Air Force professionaL Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE "STAT"
1-800-423- USAF

The Curris Center - Rocking Chair Lounge
9a.m. - 4 p.m. Tuesday, April 23, 1991
SJxmsored by CompuJer Sotm:e, Inc. and AgJie CompuJer, Inc.

.. .

. . . ... -. . . .

~
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Various groups
sing in campus
competition

What•a Hot
This Week
Movies
1. Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles II
2. Silence of the Lambs
3. The Marrying Man
4. Dances With Wolves
5. Defending Your Uve
6. New Jack City
7. Sleeping With the Enemy
8. Class Action
9. Home AIQne
10. Career Opportunities

By AMY LEAR
Aallatant CAmpua Ufe Editor

It was a step back to tradition as Sigma Alpha Iota
presented "All-Campus Sing
Wednesday on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium.
Since 1986, the show had
been performed inside Lovett
Auditorium.
This year's show featured a
variety of songs, costumes and
themes from around the world,
including the "Sound of Music''
from the mountains of Austria.
Sororities, fraternities and two
independent groups sang songs
of praise and tribute to such
things as America, Broadway
hits and a rose.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
received fu'St place in the
sorority division and overall
winners for their salute to
America. Their theme " God
Bless the USA" was displayed
as the girls wore red, white and
blue shirts and stood in the formation of a flag.
"We were initially thinking
about the America theme
before the war started," said
Joeli Staley, co-director of
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Staley said when the war
started. it made the t heme
seem more appropriate and
made them more enthusiastic
about it.
Staley, who performed the
solo of Bette Midler's "From a
Distance," said it has been five
years since they received the
award.
Singing the verses for the
sorority's theme song " God
Bless the USA" were Suzanne
Steele, Tina Marie Maderos,
Brook Wells, Julie Coleman,
Patty Gau and Amy Like.
..I wasn't expecting to win,
but it feels wonderful," she
said. "We had fun and that was
the important part. It helps
that we e}\joy what we are
doing."
The Alpha Sigs were directed
by Jeff Holden.
Lambda Chi Alpha received
flrBt place in the fraternity division for the second year. Lambda Chi Alphas performed such
hits as "Twist and Shout" and
"Louie, Louie."
The Lamda Chi Alphas carried out the Animal House
theme by dressing in togas and
were the judges favorite for the
crowd appeal award.
Scott Emerson, Lambda Chi
Alpha chairman for AllCampus Sing, said the secret to
their success is in the selection
of the songs.
" We choose songs t hat
everybody can identify with,
that are easy to sing and follow
and don't take long to practice," he said.
Emerson said the brothers
caine into the competition in
full cooperation.
The theme was decided in a
brainstorming meeting where
various ideas were tossed
around, Emerson said.
As for this year's win, Emerson said it felt great. "All·
Campus Sing i s not . all
seriousness and focus, but having a good time with everybody
is important," he ASid.
The University Christian
Student Center received ftrst
place in the independent
category with the theme "More
Than A Friend."
Judges for the competition
were Gina Scaggs, music faculty; Deborah Tracey, Sigma
Alpha Iota alumna; and Cathy
Mallet, admissions counselor.
Other winners were as
follows:
.
• Alpha Gamma Delta tied for
second place in the sorority
divis ion with the theme
"Language of Love." They also
received the best costume
award.
• Alpha Omicron Pi received
aecond place with songs from
the "Sound of Music."
• Pi Kappa Alpha received second place in the fraternity
division with the collection of
Eagle medlies.
• Alpha •rau Omega received
third place in the fraternity
division with their parody of
marriage in the theme "Happily Ever After?"
·

From Entertainment Data

VIdeo rental
1. Ghost

2. Flatliners
3. Arachnophobia
4. Pacific Heights
5. Air America
6. Presumed Innocent
7. Ole Hard II
8. Darkman
9. Death Warrant
10. Navy Seals
From Billboard magazine

Television
1 Cheers(NBC)
2. 20-20 (ABC)
3. NCAA Basketball
Championship: Duke
vs. Kansas (CBS)
4. Who's the Boss
Speclai(ABC)
5. Roseanne(ABC)
6. NBC Monday Night
Movies (NBC)
7. L.A. Law(NBC)
8. 60 Minutes (CBS)
9. (tie)A Different
World(NBC)
9. (tie)Seln!eld (NBC)

Photos by JOHN BERNING

E-x hibition shOwS
students' artworks
By KRISTIE HELMS

''The exhibit is
really a crosssection of work
done by
students here."

Asel8tant Catnpua Life Editor

Murray State University art
students have been buay doing
more than just showing up for
classes this year. A student art
exhibition that opened April12
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
shows just how busy they have
been.
The exhibition, sponsored by
the department of art and the
Organization of Murray Art
Students, gives students a
chance to show their work to
the general public, said Danna
Kilby, vice president of the
organization and chairwoman
of the event.
"This exhibit is reaUy a way
to give students a chance to exhibit their work in a professional exhibit," she said.
The 100 pieces displayed in
the exhibit were narrowed
down from 500 works submitted by students, Kilby said.
" We didn't have a set limit on
how many could be in the exhibit," she said. "But we kind
of knew the dimensions of the
gallery and knew about how
much we could get in there."
The works in the exhibit
ra.nge anywhere from ceramics
to photographs, Kilby said.

Three of the 100 pieces of artwork featured In the student
art exhibition In the Clara M.
Eagle art gallery are a bronze
sculpture, top, by Kelly
Cravens entitled " Apprehensive Leap," a wood sculpture,
right, by Rebecca Mlzener entitled "Old Man of the Wood"
and a eculpture of alabaster
atone , bottom, by Brent
McKinney entitled "Stone In
Hand."

From A.C. Nielaen

Country Singles
1. Down Home Alabama
2. Rockln' Years. Dolly
Parton with Ricky Van
Shelton
3. Only Here for a
Little While.
Billie Dean
4 . True Love Don
Williams
5. Heroes and Friends
Randy Travis
6. Drift Off to Dream.
Travis Tritt
7. Two of a Kind,
Workin' on a Full
House Garth Brooks
8. Pocket Full of Gold.
Vince Gill
9. If I Know Me. George
Strait
10. I'd Love You All
Over Agaln.A ian
Jackson

Albert F. Sperath
Director of University
galleries

"The exhibit is really a crosssection of work done by
students here," said Albert F.
Sperath, director of University
galleries.
In addition to getting the
chance to display work professionally, students were also
eligible to receive more than
$4,000 in prize money, Kilby
said.
"We raised the money strictly
through donations, and this
year's was a record amount,"
she said. "It's set up so that for
each person that gives so much
money, a student receives that
in a merit award."
Two MSU students received a
special purchase award. With
this award, the students' works

,..

From Billboard magazine

become part of the permanent
collection at the Eagle Gallery.
Kilby said.
Randy Simmons was the recipient of t he $600 purchase
award, and Todd Birdsong
received the $450 purchase
award.

The works were judged this
year by Suzanne Mitchell, an
associate professor at the
University of Louisville.
The student art exhibition
can be seen at the Eagle
Gallery through May 9.

Pop Singles
1. You're In Love.Wilson
Phillips
2 . Baby Baby Amy Grant
3. I've Been Thinking
About You London Beat
4. Hold You nght. Tara
Kemp
5. Joyride Roxette
6. Sadeness Part 1
1"
Enigma
7. Rico Suave Gerardo .4
8. I Like the Way. Hi-Five
9. Cry for Help. Rick
Astley
10. Here We Go. C&C
Music Factory
L

CHRIS TI-CJMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD
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From Billboard magazine

Albums

STEVEN O'RILEY'S

ROBIN HOOD

1. Mariah Carey. Mariah
Carey (Platinum)
2. Gonna Make You
Sweat. C&C Music
Factory
3. Wilson Phillips.
Wilson Phillips
4. Out of Time. R.E.M.
5. Shake Your Money
Maker. The Black
Crowes
6. I'm Your Baby
Tonight. Whitney
Houston
7. Heart Shaped World. .,
1
Chris Isaak
•J
8. The Doors'
Soundtrack
,
:;
9. MCMXC A.D. Enigma ~
10. The Soul Cages.
''
Sting
·)
From Billboard magazine
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Rueter, 'Breds tops
in conference race
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

The Thoroughbreds improved to 14-11 after
sweeping two games from Southeast Missouri,
but dropped a game 6-5 game toUT-Martin
Wednesday at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds captured a home and home series
with S:EMO, winning 3-2 Monday, and 1..0 at
• Cape Girardeau.
Kirk Rueter, a junior from Hoyleton, Dl., led
the 'Breds Monday giving up eight hits over
seven innings Monday, but allowed no earned
runs.
The left-handed Rueter (5-2) is leading the
Ohio Valley Conference in earned run
average with a 1.41 mark in 44.2 innings.
Rueter's success has come after many years
of hard work. He has played baseball since he
was eigbt-years·old, with his father coaching
him through little league. His brother, who is
five years older, played baseball and helped
Rueter practice.
Pitching, for Rueter, requires a lot of hard
work.
"I didn't throw a curve ball until my
sophomore year of high school," he said.
Rueter said his fast ball is most effective
pitch. His average speed is 85-86 mph.
"It's not overpowering, but it's pretty hard

BASEBAU.
to hit," he said.
He has struck out 110 hitters in the past two
seasons.
The strongest part of Rueter's game is his
control, he said.
"If you make them hit it, at least you have a
chance," Rueter said.
Endurance, he said. is the weakest aspect of
his game. He is in weight training to build up
strenth for the 5th and 6th innings.
"The hardest part for me is the stamnia," he
said.
Rueter's father has had the most impact on
his career. He said his father was always
available to coach teams or catch for him.
"He was there through everything," Rueter .. •
said.
Studying during the season is difficult, he
said. Trying to keep up in classes and do the
make-up work is hard.
Rueter said when the team is on the road he
Photos by TRENT REDMOND
can't study on the bus. He stays up late at
night after games to study.
(Top Left) Centerflelder Mark Mitchell takes a big cut against Southeast Missouri State Monday.
To keep his grades up, Rueter said he
(Above)
Lefthander Kirk Reuter winds up and delivers another ' Bred win against S:CMO, 3-2.
studies a week in advance of a test if possible
Reuter
held
the Indiana to eight hits on his way sixth win of the season.
and does extra bonus points whenever he can.

Athletes excel in classroom despite activities
By BECKY NAUGHTON
Staff Writer

Murray State athletes have
been selected as Ohio Valley
Conference Scholar Athletes
seven out of the 10 years of the
program's existence. This accounts for 24 percent of the
student-athletes honored to
date, according to Racer Report.
Compared to the total student
body graduation rate of 39 percent at Murray State, Racer
student-athletes graduate at a
rate of 52 percent, said Michael
Strickland. director of athletics.
Compare that with other
9VC schools graduating only
13 to 35 percent of their
athletes, and the Southeastern
Conference graduating between 14 and 45 percent of their
athletes, the majority of Racer
athletes are setting their
priorities as students flrst and
athletes second. They still flnd
time to have fun and be
successful.
Take, for instance, the two

Racer student-athletes named
OVC Scholar Athletes for the
1990-91 school year.
Lea Ann Allen, a senior
member of the Lady Racer
volleyball team, was a fouryear starter and served as captain of the team for the past
three years. Her list of
academic and athletic honors is
as long and prestigious as her
career. and in the meantime,
Al~en maintained. a .3.7~ ~Vade
pomt average m8Jonng m computer science and mathematics.
Reggie Kennedy, a senior
linebacker on the Racer football
team, has also received
numerous academic and
athletic success as a four-year
letterman.
The occupational safety and
health major maintained a 3.41
GPA and still found time to be
active in the Alpha Tau Omega
social fraternity, the American
Society of Safety Engineers and
the ODK Honor Society.
With the majority of Racer

!

the NCAA have set guidelines
which allow an athlete to remain focused on his or her
degree.
According to the NCAA
regulations for Division I and II
schools, all athletes must be
enrolled in at least 12 semester
or quarter hours, and the
athletes are required to choose
a major that leads toward a
specific bachelor's degree by
the beginning of his or her third
year of enrollment.
Strickland is pleased with the
program in which faculty
representative .Dr. Karl Bussing monitors each Murray
State athlete at the end of the
year to see if they are making
progress toward a degree. Bussing then provides this information to the respective coaches.
Starting next semester, assistant director of athletics and
head women's track coach
Margaret Simmons will be a
full-time academic advisor to
all freshmen athletes. She will

~{J-.-o-~-.c-n_'~-,.-~-m-·-.-.-,..-~-T-fl_v_•""""

Racer of the Week
Freshman Heather Donovan of St.
Johns, Newfoundland takes Racer of
the Week honors for her four consecutive straight sets wins against OVC
opponents this week.
Donovan, currently the number three
seed on the team sports a 17-1 overall
record for the season and a 6·0 OVC
mark. In her four matches Donovan
ohly lost 11 games.
Donovan teams with number singles
seed Corine Diderik to form the squad's
·number one doubles team. The pair
went 3-1 this week against the same
cOmpetition.

athletes performing successfully in and out of the classroom,
Strickland believes Murray
State has always maintained a
balance between academics and
athletics.
"I don't think Murray State
ever had an overemphasis on
athletics," be said. "Since I've
been here, I have tried to stress
academics and point out that
that's why we're here."
"One of the myths is that
athletes are not studentathletes. Most of them are very
good students and work at it
very hard," Strickland said.
"They're no different from
other students. They just happen to be proficient in athletics.
They erijoy it, they compete and
it's a great opportunity, but
they know the end result is
they need that degree to be successful in life."
Receiving that degree is not
an easy task for a regular student, much less a studentathlete, but the University and

MSU women's programs had a busy, busy
week. Both volleyball and basketball teams
signed prize recruits for their squads.
Coach Oscar Segovia lured away a couple of
heavily recruited athletes from the West Coast
for the volleyball team, signing Renee Bailey
and Roseanne Brown both of California.
Basketball coach Kelly Breazeale scored big
signing local standout Rechelle Cadwell along
with ShartlnBarfield and Krista Haberer.
Storie• on page 14
Heather Donovan

~-----------------------------~

remind the students of eligibility requirements and will help
them make progress toward a
degree.
Despite the NCAA regulations and the assistance from
Murray State coaches and
faculty, student-athletes are no
different than regular students.
Jim Hammack of the faculty
senate said the two groups
should have equal expectations
and requirements.
"I certainly agree that
student-athletes should be re·
quired to maintain a grade
point standing that will ensure
that they can complete a degree
at the end of four or flve years,"
Hammack said. "The expects·
tions of student-athletes in the
classroom should be no different from those of other
students."
Participating in college
athletics can sometimes binder
academic progress because of
the time committment and the
travel involved, but Strickland

said competing in university
athletics is an experience
'
everyone should have.
"I think that if you want to be
a more rounded individual and
have a tremendous opportunity
. . . . that will really help you
later in life, and that most people would like to have. To be a
college athlete is a great oppor·
tunity," he said. ·"The price is
high to be a student-athlete,
but I think the reward is
tremendous. The travel, the opportunity to test yourself, the
things you learn and the
associations you make are really well worth the effort."
Hammack and Strickland
said the majority of studentathletes at small schools like
Murray State realize they will
probably not have the opportunity to participate in professional athletics after graduation. However, the studentathlete will always benefit from
his or her collegiate experience
and that degree.

Quartet eclipse
OVC MEN'a TENNIS
TEAM

MTSU
MSU
APSU

nu

EKU
MoSU
TSU

W:.L
5-0

2-0
3-1
2-1
2-4
1-5
2-15

mark

The Lady Racers 4x 400-meter relay
team set a school record ath the Magic
City Vulcan Relays Saturday In Birmingham, Ala. Thesprinters ran 3:39.30
to finish second to Auburn.
The quartet of Crystal Roberson,
Felcia Upton, Anna Cherry and StephanieSaleembroketheoldmarkof3:39.45
set in 1990 by essentially the same
squad. The time is a provisional qulaifying mark for the NCAA outdoor meet.
Coach Margaret Simmons said it was •
a good performance, but they will have
to run closer the automatic qualifier of
3:35.48 to place at the nationals.
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Segovia signs two recruits
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

~

l
l

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Photo by TERRI MALCOLM

Krlslti Rydholm (left) returns a shot during a match last week at Kenlake. Doug Hawthorne
(right) lunges for the ball In practice.

Teams preparing for
OVC champioriships
The Murray State University men's and
women's tennis teams have recently fmished
their regular season play and are gearing up
for the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
The OVC tournament begins Saturday at
Austin Peay State University for the women's
team and April 27 at Tennessee Tech for the
men's team.
This season, the men's team finished with a
record of 12-9 under the leadership of coach
Bennie Purcell. The women's team holds a
record of14-7 and 5-1 in conference play under
the direction of coach Sherry! Rouse.
Purcell said the men's tennis team had some
good wins this season, along with some losses
when they expected to win. "We played a
tough schedule. We lost to Alabama, Ohio
State, Indiana State and Alabama Birmingham. These are all very strong
teams," he said.
"We have a young team this year, but they
are where I expect them to be at this time of
year," he said.
The absence of the team's only senior,
Thomas Hult, hurt the team this . season
Purcell said. "Because of injuries he only
played in about one-fifth of the matches this
year. We are hoping he might be back up for
the OVC matches," he said.
"Before last season, the team held the OVC
tournament championship position for ten
years straight. Purcell said last year's defeat
was a disappointment because the team's major goal is to win the OVC tournament each
year.
"Last year was the ftrst year in ten years
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that we haven't won the OVC. We don't feel
like we have had a good season unless we
win," he said.
"We're playing good tennis now, th ough,
and at the end of the year, that is where you
want to be," he said.
The women's team is also a very young team
with six freshmen, one sophomore and two
juniors playing this season, Rouse said. "It is
a young team, but they have done really
well," she said.
Rouse said Heather Donovan has been the
team's most consistant player this season
with an overall record of 17-1. "We look for
her to do well in the OVC," she said.
Rouse said several of the team's matches
this year could have gone either way.
"Overall, this h as been a really good year.
Four out of the seven matches lost were 5-4
and could have gone the other way," she said.
She said she believes the OVC tournament
will be close between Middle Tennessee, Murray, Austin Peay and Eastern Kentucky
universities. "Middle Tennessee does hold a
6-0 record in the conference, but it will depend
on who plays best. Friday, and it will also depend on the draw," she said.
Many of the teams MSU will be up against
in the tournament are very strong in the No. 1
and No. 2 positions, Rouse said. "We are going
to have to do well at the No.3, 4, 6 and 6 positions on the fll'st day of the tournament," she
said.
"The team plays to enthusiasm, and the
more crowd support we have, the better our
team will play," Rouse said.
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Head coach Kelly Breazeale
and the Lady Racer basketball
team are looking to strengthen
the power forward position with
their new recruits.
The first to sign with the
Lady Racers was Rechelle
Cadwell, a 5-foot-10-incb guard
from Marshall County.
Cadwell, who signed in
November, was chosen as the
1991 Purchase Player of the
Year and averages 29.9 points
and 8 rebounds per game.
"She has unlimited potential
in the Lady Racer program,"
Breazeale said. "She bas good
work ethics, and if she utilizes
them, she could set the world on

By JENNIFER LASHLEE
Reporter

An intra-squad scrimmage
kicked off spring football training for the Murray State
Racers.
Coach Mike Mahoney said
the Racers are starting out the
practice season with the drive
and determination to win.
"The boys have gotton
stronger in the off-season. They
played hard last Saturday,"
Mahoney said. "The effort was
definitely there, but we are going to have to work on correcting some errors."
The Racers lose 14 seniors
this year, but that is about the
average number lost each year,
Mahoney said.
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Spoke & Pedal Bicycle Shop
Get ready for summer
with SUNGUTZING at

1991 Raleigh Bicycles
Mountain Bikes
•
Cross Trainers
!!!!!!
Touring and Racing Bikes

··································~··

: · !1w Lumber DoitceJdar :
Ful lne of: Electrical. Plumbing, Tools,

•

Hlrdware and much, much morel

•
:
:
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BRING THIS AD IN FOR
10% 01'11' PURCHAsE
Coupon nat good on apeclal orders. sale Items, or
cash or carry prices.
•Ezplru ..., 3 1, 1991
Bel-Air 8hopplal
SIDra tan:
Ceatu
Mal Idly Ftldar 7:30 a.m.-e p.m.

•

:

758-1880

•

•
:
:
•
:

10% off with thla coupoa Aprt119 ~May 11
Open 7 daya a week

s·

flflfl

:

:

for your help in All Campus Sing.

ARE IN!

''Fine Seafood Dining in a
Florida Atmosphere"

•••
••
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Yearbooks

.

=:::.:::.· : ______________________
.......................................
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Haberer was recognized as a
member of the Apollo AllConference, Times-Courier AllArea, Decatur Herald All-Area,
and the ffiCA All-State teams.
She also holds the records for
most points scored in a •single
season in 1990-91 and most
points scored in a career in
1988-91.

SHIELD

Also
Super Deals on Leftover
1990 Model
Mountain and Road Bikes

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
753-4582

:

m:

Mahoney said.
The Racers practice almost
every Tuesday, Wednesday,
Mahoney said the Racers will Friday and Saturday unless it
have 15 spring practices. It is rains. Mahoney said he hopes to
the players' responsibilities to finish the practices by May 3.
Mahoney said he does not like
stay fit throughout the
to
make predictions about the
summer.
season, but he said be hopes
The NCAA has cut the they get off on the right foot
number of spring practices for a Sept. 7, when the Racers start
Division 1-AA team to 15 prac- their season at home against
tices from 20. Mahoney said Southern Illinois University,
there will not be a spring game which was 2-9 last year.
this year because of this new
"If you win that first game, it
rule.
starts your season off a lot bet"When you have a spring ter than if you lose, and our
game, you have to spend one players are working hard to
practice getting ready for that prevent that loss," Mahoney
game, so we decided we did not said. "I'm very pleased with
need to do that this year," their effort this spri1;1g.''

Love, the sisters of

Just Arrived

tBrenia's
Beauty Salon

•

Kriste Haberer averaged 17.5
points and 12 rebounds a game
while playing for the
Charleston High School Lady
Trojans. She is a 6-foot power
forward from Charleston,

Jeff Holden
Randall Watts Suzanne Steele
Melvin Bishop Julie Coleman
Joeli ~a ley

A

~

She has received recognition
as a member of various alltournament, all-star and all·
state teams.

FOOTBALL

Thanks to

Prof...lonal R•ume Service
for the Ca....,. of 7tJ%>AJ

A

PLANT SALE

• •

fire.''
Cadwell was also chosen for
the All-Fourth District, AllRegion, and honorable mention
All-America by USA Today
teams. "She is one of the best
passers in the state and a
tremendous backcourt player,"
Breazeale said.
Sharlin Barfie l d, a
5-foot-10-inch power forward
from Metropolis, Ill., was
chosen as player of the year by
The Southern Illinosian. While
playing for Masaac County, she
averaged 16.5 points and 6 rebounds per game.

Rac~rs

Racers kick off spring practice

RESUMES TODAY

•A

College Farm Road
April19 and 20
Friday 3 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

BASKE'I'BALL

i

; , #t
A

MSU Horticulture Club

from the West Coast, I think
everything will fall into place,"
Segovia said.
Bailey, a 5-foot-9-incb outside
bitter, was named second team
all-conference and fourth team
all-state at Cerritos Junior College. Like most of Segovia's
athletes, Bailey made the
dean's list and was academic
all-conference her freshman
year.
"Defensively, she'll add big
time experii'nce to our program, becatfse she has been
around volleyball for about
nine years," Segovia said.
Brown, a 6-foot middle
blocker/middle bitter, did not
begin playing volleyball until
her junior year, but Segovia
said she will be awesome to see

in the Ohio Valley Conference.
As a junior, she was named
the team's Most Improved
Player, only to be named the
team's Most Valuable Player
her senior year.
While in high school, Brown
participated in cJub volleybaJl
for two years with the University of California-Berkeley's
Golden Bear Junior Volleyball
Program.
"At the Golden Bear Club,
she started to develop and be a
topnotch prospect for Division I
schools. She was overlooked by
a lot of universities," Segovia
said.
"It will be a project for me
and Murray State. If they enjoy
themselves academically and in
the community, then they will
be a stepping stone in
recruiting future West Coasi
players," Segovia said.
!

Three sign with Lady
Staff Writer

-

By LORI SHAIN

When Murray State
volleyball coach Oscar Segovia
sets his mind to accomplish
something be usually does.
The latest goal Segovia has
accomplished is signing two
players from the West Coast to
play volleyball at Murray
State.
"I decided to go after it and
made a decision to get two consistent, dedicated, loyal and
disciplirted West Coast girls,"
Segovia said.
Renee Bailey, from Fullerton,
Calif., turned down Oregon
State, Fresno State and California Poly State. Roseanne
Brown, from Pleasanton, Calif.,
chose MSU over Portland State,
Fresno State and San Fransico
in order to play for Segovia and
his Racer volleyball team.
1
'Now that we've added two

VOlLEYBALL

Aprll19,1991
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SCOREBOARD
SEUO
Baker 5" 8 3
Edwards 3 1 0

3 2
0 2

ll?l

2
1

'Pitahsd to tiKI In 6th

Munay StJil6 at thf1 Mt1i1Jc City
Vulcan Relays 611 Samford
Winner-Rueter {8-2) Loser- University In B/mingtJam. AI&
Baker Save-Grogan(3) WP· Aprll 12.
Edwards U-Vance, Breedlove, COMIINED FINAL
M8111n T-2:13 A·125
BUULD

......u .........

'Srsds v,.

AsofAprl/16.

Q.&
AL.J.
W L PCT. GB W L PCT.
Murray State

8 0 1.000

.m

Middle Tenneseee 7 2
Morahead
7 5
Eastern Kentucky 7 6
Tenn88888 State 3 8
Tenll88S88 Tech 1 7
Austin Peay
1 7
+Includes one forleft win.

1.5 18
3
21
3
15
6.2+16

.583

.683
ZT3

.125 7
,125 7

ovc .."""' ........
Jeff YOUlg

14 11 .580

AB

R H Bl AVG.

2345
4245
7 19
85 10 31
116 27 41

Brad McDanlel8 EKU
Jeff Guenther MO
Jon Grunlch MSU

·Thcmas Coal8s APSU

.500
.568
.469
.429

11 23 .343
8 27 .239

111
118
51

MO

18
16
17
20

21
27
16
15
17

Unlver,lty of

Tertfi88SH at Martin

F18ld a 3 p.m. April 17.
UT Martin 8
Murray St.t. 8
Murray S1ete (5)
a> r
leaace 2b
5 0
6 0
Schoen 3b
4 1
Alfeldt If cf
Grzanlch 1t> 4 0
3 0
Browndh
4 1
Witzel sa
2 0
Taylor cf
2 1
Rader ph rf

Sammonscr
Mitchen r1

Kirk Rueter MSU
Shawn Hogan MO
Rick Grogan MSU
Kent Wallace MSU
Todd O'Neel MO

IP ER SO ERA
44.2 7 38 1.41

5-2
6-2

62.2 18

~0

3-1
2-1

66 2.59
13 25 2.90

,.,.,~.~.·~-._JIASBBALL
_____ ~
Bunion ph ell
Hcllrahaa
Moeglln If

'Bred~~ vs. SoutiHMst Mluourl
sate 611 Rfltil(lafl Field at 2:55
p.m.AIJr. 15.

tlouthMatllluourf2

M..,..,Stete3

Murray State (3)
lbrhbl
SchoenSb
2 1 0 0
Alfeldt If
s 1 2 0
tww1b
4 0 1 1
Grzanlch c
4 1 1 0
Brown ell
4 0 3 1
Ra:iarrf
4 0 0 1
3 0 1 0
Wltzelaa
Mitchell cf
3 0 0 0
IIIUICI 2b
3 0 1 0
Ruellllrp
Orogalp
3

Totala

~ ~
0 2

4

0

~

gg g

..

0

0

1

1 1

1 0

3 0 0
4 1 1
4 0 0
0 0 0
3 0

0 Murray Stale

1
2
0
0

1 0
0 0

4 0

1 2 0

34 6

8

4

011 001101
OOOS200X

o UTMartn

IP H R ER BB SO
E-Sdloen, Grzanlch, Rader
DP·Moehrs-Holk-ah-Pruneau,
Moehra-Hollrah-Pruneau
LEFT-SMSU 7, MSU 7 2BKreaa, Shlanald, Pruneau,
Alfeldt, Grzanlch 38-Brown
SB-Shylanekl, Hollrah,
l'homu, Schoen 08-lsaace

MSU
Sc:l'lmll5.2 8
Ysura 2.1 0
TSU
Rals
5"9
Jelt 1.2 2
Eartl8lty 0+ 0
Haggard 1.21

FRIDt'Y

SATURDAYJ SUNDAY

IIONDAY

TUESDAY IWEDNESDAYI THURSDAY

I

TRACK

Home

MEN'S
TENNIS
WOMEN'S
TENNIS

-

Away

Oil
I

I

GOLF

6 1 3
0 0 1

1

2

3 2 3
1 1 2

2
1
0
1

0 0 1
1 1 2
•pffr:hed to "'"' In 6th.

Mu,.y State vs. EaatMn

Kentucl<y st Bennie purr:e/1
Coutts Aprl/13.
MUI'IWYStm.l

EaetemKentuokJ 0

E-Schoen, Witzel, Ml1chel,
Schmltt-2, Ysura. Matz, Jett
S8 2 9 2 LEFT·MSU 15, UTM 11 2B·
Matz HR·Aifeldt (2) Haner (3)
200 001 OOX York (1) SB·Witzel, Brown SH·
010 000 010 Plm SF-Long, King.

+Pitched to one In 7th.

s

8

2 0
1 1

•

3

40
18

SPORT
MEN'S
BASEBALL

1 0
0 0
1 0

1
4 1

g

•

4 0 1

Bakerp
Edwatdsp

so

:

8. "Na1e
9. Vanderlift

1 0

5 2 2 0

Long2b
York 1b
Gardnero
Embrycr
Barfield 3b
McArthur ell
Palm If
Ralsp
1Jettp
1 Eartherly p
Haggardp
Totals

2n

1. Aubum

2, AtkMsaa State
200
3. Gerogla
131
4. Mldlie Tenneaaee
104
5. Murray State
85
6. Memphis State
74
7. Southea.st8m Louisiana 56

1 1
2 0

(6)

UT Martin
Matz ss
King cf
Sklnnerrf

40.1
36.0 13 25 3.25
28.1 12 26 3.81

0 0

:55 12 3

Totals

OVC Pltcftlft8 LM. . .

W·L

1 0

3 0
1 2

HanerprfrH
Sc:hrritt p
Ysurap

.365
:357

h bl

5 0 2 1
0 0 0 0

Vlzec

.405
.381
.373

at Pacer

RACER SPORTS WEEK

DMZ

IP H R ER BB so
Wlnnter-Ralls {2·3) Loser·
SouthNet Mleeourl (2)
IISU
Schmitt (1·5) Save-Haggard
Kteea cf
4 0 2 0 Rueter 7 8 1 0 0 6 (1) WP-Schmitt-2, Rella,
Lavton rf
4 0 1 0 Grogan 2 1 1 0 0 3 Eartherty T-3:35 A-100.

MEH'I SINQLII
Caaonova/
Lundy
Brooks/
Dotlnlckef
Hawthorne/
Pall

Hult/Dyer
Yarbrough/
Utile
7.e. 6-1
Poore/MerrtJI
6-1,6-2
MEN'SDQUBLQ
Hawthorne & Yarbrough/
Lundy & Dobnld<er 6-2, 6-1
Hult & K}ust
7-6,6-1
MeniB & Palt
Poore & Brooks/
Oyer & Little
8-0, 7~
Murray ~1818 118. Unlllfnlty ol
Louisville ln/..oulsclllfl April 14.
Muway St.te I
Louisville 4
MEN'S IINQLU
Casanova/Rueff
7-6, 6-1
BrookS/Soheker
&-2, 6-3
Hawthorne/Allen
6-3,6-3
KJUI/Beckham 5-7,7-6,6PoOAI/Kemp
6-7, 6-4, 6-3
MEN'S DOUBLQ
Hawthorne & Yafbrougttf
Scheker & Rueff 743, 4-6, 6-3
Hult & KJul/
McKay & Waldam 4-6, 6-4, 8-0
Murray state vs. Unlverstly of
Louslvlllle at &Jnnle Purcell
Cocxts Apr. 7.
MIIITIIY Stet• 7
l .oulavllle 2
MENIIINQLU
Casa nove/Schrecker
6-3,6-4
Brooks/Ruefl
6-1, 3-6, 7-5
Hawthorne/Allen
6-1, 6·2
KJuiiBeokham 6-3, 4-6, 7·5
Yarbrough/Trinkle
3-6, 8-2, 6-4
Poore/Kemp
7-5,6-4

MINI QOUBLU
Hawthorne & Yarbrough/
Sc:hrelcMr & Rueff
6-3, 6-2
KJue & Huitt
McRae & Wakan
6-3, 6-3
Poore & Brooks/
Algen & Beckham
7-5. 6-3
Murray State vs. Ea81em
Kmtuc/(y 18t Stadium Courts
~13.

..

..,.,~8

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Two shy
'Breda left fielder Dan Alfeldt lacks two doubles to tie former 'Bred
Dan McNamara's record of 39 in his college career between 1986 and
1989.

~Kentuokyt

WOMEN'S IINQLQ
Dlderlk/Dianne
8-1,6-3
All cock/Carlson 6-3, 8-0
Donovan/Kallestad 6-4, 8-0
Ra~n~ge/Roll
6-4, 8-7, 7-s
Granacki/Scott 8-2, 6-3
Rydholm/Shert 7-6.8-0
WOMIN'I DOUILEI
Dlderlk & Donoven/
DIMnl a Kalleatad
3-6. 7-6, 6-4
Oraneckl & Rydholm/
c.teon & Rdl
6-4, 8-2
Ramage & Allcock/
Soott & Davie
8-2, 8-1
Murray State 118. Mlddtl

Temmessee In Murfre88bofo,

Tenn. Aprl/14.
Murr~~y

at.ta 2

Middle Tennea. . . 7
WOMIN'I IINQLEI
Welee/Diderlk
6-4, 6-4
SoreaiYBl/AIIcock 6..0, 6..0
Leake/Donovan 8-1,8-1
Oliveira/Ramage 8-7, 6-3
MaoPherson/Orenackl
6-3,6-0
Beuchler/Rydholm 6-3, 8-7
WOMEN'S DOUILU
Weise a Lsakel
Dlderlk & Donovan
8-2,6-4
Oliveira & SoresmaiV
8-1, 6-1
MacPherson & Banchler/
Allcock & Re~ 6-4, 6-3

Yarbrough shares honors
Scott Yarbrough was named OVC Men's Tennis Player of the Week
after he won a pair of matches in straight sets in singles at No. 5, bringing his record to 16-6. The sophomore from Jasper, Ind. also won
both No. 1 doubles matches With partner and former player of the
week Doug Hawthorne. He shares the title with Middle Tennessee's
Nick Sheumack, a senior from Albury, Australia.

'Freshman sensation' shares title
Heather Donovan, also becoming known throughout the OVC as
the "fres~an sensation,'' was chosen Women's Tennis Player of the
Week after winning four straight-set wins against OVC opponents.
The native of St. Johns, Newfoundland helped MSU take three of
four league matches. She shares the title with Austin Peay's Shannon Peters, a senior from Sydney Australia.

Interest meeting
Any MSU student interested being a part of a dance team to perform at halftime of home basketball games and other athletic events,
should attend an interest meeting in the Racer Room of Stewart
Stadium at 4 p.m. April 24.

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

NOTICE

ROOMMATES

Lulgi,Happyalmoet1 yearend
8 montt.l I guess I stay with
you becauea "I'm not etupldll"

Doug, Had any eventful road
trtpa lately? Let's play volleyball eomatlme.
--------

20+ salespersons Needed.
Will train. Straight commission.
$100/sale. No travel, no expense to students. Can wor1<
Into permanentposition. BUSINESS CREDIT SYSTEM. 753·
6856. Contact W.T. Flatt or
BobbyFJke.

Typewrtter Electr1c: BrotherEP·
43, portable, still In box. Many
special functions. Cost $150.
Will sell $75. 762-3364.

HEADINQ FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER? Jet thefe
anytime with AlRHITCt-m for
$160fromthe East Coast.$229
from the Midwest (when 8Y811·
able)l (Reported In NY 17f1166
and Lst'• Go!J AIRHITC. .

Female roommate wanted to
share thl98 bedroom house.
For rnotelnformatlon call7591101.

Love, Milito.
Thanka Jfbb, Randall and
MaMn, For all your help In AH
Cempua Sing. l.oYe the Sis·
t8ta d Alpha Sigma Alpha.
The UnDJ)Ctora preeclfbe

roc:k·n-101.

Big Apple Cafe, Puryear. TN,
hal lmmedate openings. FUll
or part-time kitchen help
needed. Must be 21. Apply In

FOR SALE

person. 901·247·5798.

"""""""""
High quality Reaume. at raaeonable price81782-2751.

Please r!C!)'cle
German Boy, You are my
sweetheart. Thank you for
everything. I'm eo glad you
called mel I love you. HMW.

Jaaon, I love you eo lll.lchll
Thank you for aH the sweet
things that you do for mel
Angela.

. ~~---------------

•Marty,l love you baby. Not too
~lorp.

f

HELP WANTED

FUn job. Nallonal Company.
Tele11l81'k811ng. 753-20.28.

Male or female recreational
clrectorforSyoungboys. May·
Aug. 4 dayelweel<. 8 a.m.-3
p.m. Must like klde, swimming,
golf, be responsible and energetic. References required.
753·2793.
Counaelora Wanted. Trtm
down-fitness, co-ed, NYS
C8f1ll· 100 positions: sports,
crafte ' many others. Ca~
Shane, Ferndale, NY 12734•
{914}292·4045.

FOR SALE TO SllJDENTS:
$949 FIRST TlME COM·
PUTER BUYERS ONLYl286
Computed2M Aam/12 Mhz/
Monol4.01 Dos/Gem s Desk·
top Softwara/1.2mb Floppy/
1.44mb Aoppy/101 Keybd/1 yr.
warranty. VIsa and
wei·
come. Toordercall1-800-541·
8733. Affordable Computer
Syatems, Cobden IL Humy
saleendaMay3, 1991.0rder
In 7 days and 1'9Celve 5 addi·
Donal programs free IComplete
system $9491

we

75 Chevy Nova. $700. Good
engine with 80,000 mllee. Call
Joy at 762-2172.
Do you have something you
want to sell? Let Th8 Murray
StateNewsclassltlede help you
earn some extracash. Stop by
room 111, Wilson Hall or call
782-4478 formof81nfom\allon
on how to place your ad.

212-884-2000.

Laces
and
Trim.
Shop COUNTRYREMNANTS.
Located Highway 88-841,
Draffenvllle, KY (Marahall
County), next to Bonanza.
Monday-Saturday. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. 1·527-3900.

MSU Escort Service, Dept. of
Public Safaty offec'l escort
service after dark 7 days a
week. can 782·2222.

HELP WANTED

NO GIMMICKS·
~
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~
ENVaOPE STUFFING- $600 • $800 fNfXY weekFree Details: SASE to

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word
Without MSU JD: 20¢ per wont
OVer Twenty Words
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Deadline....•• Friday 2 p.m.

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:3o-10:16 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

There's just no limit to how feat
you can get things done In the
claa8lfleda. Stop by room 111,
WHoon Hall tor detallt.

Send a stressed friend
a tension-breaking
message in the
classified&

1--.....n..tl-

Foronly$1.

available at

DENNISON-HUNt

1203 Chestnut

SPORTINO 0000$

753-8844

WEST KENTUCKY PROPERTIES
REAL ESTATE

PER80NAL8
AOCMIIATE8
l!U81HE88
SBWICEI
FOR RENT
FORSALS
HELP WANTED

L.08T & FOUHO
RIDES

aaso..

NOTICE

Home- Farm· Commercial

STEPHEN DURBIN
Princlple Broker

Cfiar{ie's Safe-rr
flJiscount Pfiarmacy

~ ·•

{) --• 20% Off

~·~ Every

Day!

by Bausch & Lomb

Mall
Cash or The Murray State Newa
:oox 2609 um'NI'II.t,. Station cr Drop oft' at Room 111,
Check to: Murray, KY 42071
Wilson Hall.

Business: 159·1161
Home: 4.36-2987

¥

===== =~==-=

smn.t\ s

~ P:!R 3 GOLF &
I S?ORiS CE.\Tt:R

Public Welcome
Batting Cages

Baseball • Softball
Nine Hole Executive Par 3 Golf Course

Driving Range
Professionally Staffed for Lessons by Appointment

18 Hole Miniature Golf Course
Group Outings Available.
Call for Special Rates
Birthday Parties, Church
Groups, Family Reunions

"MSU ClASS OF 64"
1415 V2 Main St.

$1 ~=:ned

1be Mun-ayState News.

INDEX

In stock plaques and trophies

&7:' - p lz

-4169.

For a limited time, you can place a 10 word
classified in the personals section for only $1.

Broob lnllmllfonll.lnc.
P.O. Bale 680805 • 011ando, FL 32868
RATES

TheMurray State News

t

A-1 Typing Service. $1 per
pagelncludeespellcheck. Top
speed of 188W.P.M. C811782-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLASSIRED AD POLICY

4:..:t)

BUSINESS
SERVICES

MISC.

HELP WANTED

Classlfleds world

Need room with another gilt
until Tuesday, May 20, 1991.
Will pe.y room and board. 753S718or763·3974. Nikki Shalp.

BUSINESS
SERVICES
Fashion
Fabrics.

==?

: :

753-1152
Jimmy Sullivan, Owner
PGA Golf Professional
15 Miles North of MSU
on N. 16th Ext.

,:

:::~
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Webbers defend title
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Write(

Many consider the toughest
thing for a team to do in any
sport is repeat as t he champion
of its league.
It is not difficult to understand why. That team becomes
the target of all the other teams
and has to work extra hard to
stay on top of everyone else.
Another reason could be complacency, which is where a
team that has won a title gets
the idea that it simply has to
show up at a game to win. But
for the Webbers of the Women's
league in in tramural
volleyball, none of t his happen·
ed to them. They repeat~d.
In addition to defending their
title, the Webbers compiled a
4-0 record for the season. But
the road to the championship
this season became very bumpy
at its end.
The title was decided in the
last game of the season. The

As it turned out, Gri..f'rm's conCern was valid. The two teams
battled tooth and nail in the seWebbers downed the Women's cond game, which was tied on
Tennis Team which also "' three separate occasions, inentered the ga:Ue undefeated, eluding 14-all. But the Webbers
15-11 16-14 to claim its second broke through and won the last
co~utive title.
two points to win the title.
Unlike most matches where
"At the end of the game, we
the score does not indicate how had a big celebration," she said.
the game really went, the close " It was fun to wi n, and it also
score of this one virtually told gave us a chance at the Alpha
the story. It was a battle.
Sigs (Alpha Sigma Alpha), who
·
ped
t
t
year in the
e
e
Th W bbers JllM
ou o a beat us last
,
big lead in the first game, but tournament.
the Tennis Team fought back to
Unfortunately, though, t~e
make it a respectable loss. Web- Webber~ were forced ~ forfe1t
bers team member Dawn Grif· Monday s game agamst the
fin said she WM worried the Alpha Sigs because they did not
Tennis Team had momentum have four p lay er s, th e
minimum required for a match.
going into the second game.
"They had a big run and
" I was out of town but I knew
made it cloee in the flr&t game, (or thought) that four players
so with that, we thought they would be there, but one couldn't
were going to win the second show up for some reason," she
game and send it to a third said. "I was very disappointed
game," she said.
with that."

Racers prepare for OVC
Gearing up for the OVC tour·
nament Monday and Tuesday,
the Racer golf team hopes to
continue to score consistently.
"All of our boys played within
five strokes of each other,"
coach Buddy Hewitt said,
"They weren't the kind of
scores that win a championship, but if you can improve as
a team and keep that margin,
you'll do well."
The Racers finished 12th of
18 teams at t he Marshall Inter·
collegiate Tournament in Huntington, West Va. Friday and
Saturday with an overall team
score of 922.

GOLF
Hewitt also praised his team
for their sportsmanship.
"The course was set up tOugh
and we saw people throwing
clubs and things like that," he
s aid , " They (the team)
represented Murray State like
they should."

Hewitt said his team will face
Tennessee State University
and Tennessee Tech. - two
teams they have yet to face this
season.
"We've played against the
others (teams). We've beaten
them and we've been beaten,"
he said, "But you can't go on
past results at all. It will just
depend on their frame of mind."

The Racers begin their quest
Individual scores were: Jeff for the conference title at the
Sanders 78-75-76; Chris Wilson Bluegrass Country Club in
79 -75 -78 ; Dirk Brinke r Hendersonville, Tenn. The
81 -75 -78; Price Coakley tournament is hosted by Middle
Tennessee State University.
79-75-76; Todd Sims 79-77-77.

April 19, 1991

HEARING
Continued from Page 1

sity's interim affirmative act ion officer .
Dreyer said her office got involved in August 1990 when
Fuller's attorney filed a complaint. In December 1990, she
reached the decision that no
discrimination occurred.
When a person files a complaint, t he affirmative action
officer investigates the complaint. During this process, t he
offi cer brings t he parties
to~ether t o Rf'ek a reMlntion. If

there is none, the officer makes
a written decision which determines whether there was
discr imination. The person
adversely affected has the right
to file for a formal hearing, she
said.
"Some decide the written opinion is acceptable, or an agree·
ment is reached which stops it
before the hearing, Dreyer said.
"In this case, because an attorney was involved, I brought
the parties together, did a Jot of

research, talked to them, and
constructed a lot of information,'' she said.
Dreyer said-at this point, her
office's job is complete unless
Fuller files another complaint.
She also said she does not feel
this case will have an adverse
effect on future hiring.
"I think that regardless of
what is decided, everyone will
see there is a system in place
and they receive due process,"
Dreyer said.

The Racer Card has been
p l agued with problems,
Benriter said.
The main operational pro·
blems have been constant
equipment malfunction~. long
lines and damaged cards. The
units t he cards are run through
have been the center of the
problems.
"The equipment has been
very unpredictable day-to-day
and week-to-week. In the beginnin g, we lost three or four
machines a week and we had no
replacements," Benriter said.
"Now we only have one going
bad a week, but they're going
down faster."
Long lines in the T-room during lunch hour and in Fast
Track at night have aloo been a
draw back of the new cards.
"The students pour out of
Hester and Hart at night to
spend, which causes not only
frustration for the students, but
increased streRs on the part of
t he cashiers," Benriter said.

The new cards are also easily
damaged.
Wanda Dyke, debit card coordinator, advised students to
keep the cards away from credit
cards in their wallets, which
could easily sct·atch the micro·
chip.
" One reason males need more
replacement cards is because
when they put the card in their
wallets it bends the microchip,'' she said. "Although
some students have had as
many as nine new cards, most
when they are brought in show
no signs of abuse."
It is aloo hard for food service
to trace a lost card and prevent
another student from finding
and using it. When a studen t
loses his card it must be
reported to food service im·
mediately. The student is given
a temporary paper ticket for a
24·hour period. His card is then
put on a "hit list," and when someone tries to use the card, it
will be non-operational.

RACER CARD
Continued from Page 1

The second change in t he food
system will be with the card
itself.
The new system proposed for
next year is a magnet ic stripe
card.
"It is sounder operationally
and the equipment is more
reliable," Benriter said.
This type of system is already
being used and is very effective
at Western Kent ucky University, Southern Illinois University, and at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
The magnetic str ipe system is
much faster than the microchip cards used now. Cash iers
read the card the same way
they do credit cards. Instead of
receiving a receipt, the student's balance would flash on a
screen.
H student's lost t heir card
t hey would n ot have to wait to
receive a new one. There social
security number would be
typed into the computer and the
old card would be rendered
inoperable.
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All Ray-Bans
200/o off

I

I
I

plus $5 off with I
this coupon
expires April SO

I1

Sum.m.ers Optical
:
753-7063

1 1
I Olympic Plaza

EARTH DAY, EVERY DAY.
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UCB APPLICATIONS
Deadline: April22, 4:30p.m.
CURRIS CENTER ACI'IV1TIE8
Such programs as Hanging of the Green
at Christmas, blood drives, and other
student activities.
COFFEEHOUSE
Folksinpl'8, magicians, mime artists,
and Comedy Zone oomedians will perform
in the Stables.

FILM AND VIDEO
Handlinr one of the traditionally most
popular activities on campus. this oommittee
offers first-rate films at a minimum oost.
MISSMSU
Traditionally one of the finest university
pageants in the oountry, the Miss MSU
program selects a representative each year
for the Miss Kentucky USA and possibly
the Miss USA Papant.
HOMECOMING
Parade, football pme, open houses,
receptions,and dances are all part of the
activities.

LEcrt.JRES
Some of the birgest names and most
interes tinr topics in the lecture field have
appeared on the MSU campus. Recent lecturers
were James Watt-former Secretary of the
Interior, Larry Linvi1le of WA•s•u• fame,
Wally "Famous" Amo.s-entrepeneur, Joe Clark,
Adam West-Batman, Cousteau Society,
Greenpeace, and Debbye TurnerMiss America 1990.

CONCERTS
Nationally known "bir name" entertainment is
planned by the concert oommittee. In the past,
such acts as Starship. Niebt Ranpr, the B8Jli)es,
the Georeia Satellites, Miami Sound Machine,
Eddie Money, Georp Carlin, and Pauly Shore
have appeared at MSU.
MINORITY AWARENESS
A oontinuinr prorram of dances, lectures, and
varied minority prorrams desirned to bring
non-minority populations toeether.

PUBUCITY
Works with all committees of the University
Center Board by orranizinr publicity for all
events planned. Publicity Committee members
pin experience in rraphics, newspaper ads,
and specialty advertising.

BLOOD DRIVE
April 23 and 24
Ballroom, 3rd Floor
Curris Center
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

April19

Li

Curris Center Theater
5 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
(Admission same as below)

April24

SPECIAL EVENTSISPRING WEEK
Committee members will coordinate Parents'
Weekend, Christmas parties, cultural events,
Freshman Week. sprinr break trip, and other
special or thematic prorrams.
PRODUcnONSO~GEncrNG

Get "hands on" experience in setting up and
producinr mini-concerts and coffeehouse
prolfams. This oommittee will also assist the
ooncert chairman with m~or shows.

INTERVIEWS APRIL 23 AT 4 P.M.
TENNESSEE ROOM,
CURRIS CENTER

[omady

zona
Presents

COUSTEAU
SOCIETY
LECIURE

Chucky Jenkins

Thursday, April25
7 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Free Admission!

Ben Gilbert

'To protect and Improve
the Quality ofiJfe for Present
and Future Generations."

Tuesday, April 23
1st Floor Curris Center
at The Stables
at 7:30p.m.

and

Film times:
All times subject to change.
Funded by SGA
3:30 p.m. - all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30p.m.- tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID

